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is a publication of

The Society of American Fight Directors
DEDICATED TO IMPROVING THE QUALITY AND SAFETY OF STAGE COMBAT

Founded in 1977, the SAFD is a non-profit organization of theater
professionals, academicians, friends and supporters, all of whom share a
common interest in the art of stage violence.
Led by the country's top fight choreographers, the SAFD stands for the
very highest standard in effective and safe theatrical fighting.
The SAFD has developed recognized standards for three levels of
skill in the stage combat arts.
ACTOR/COMBATANT
The actor/combatant is an individual who has received basic training in three to six weapon forms and passed a
proficiency skills test. The actor/combatant certificate expires three years from the date of issue, but-is renewable
through a re-testing process. The actor/combatant certificate does not qualify an individual to teach stage combat or
to arrange fight scenes. But it does signify SAFD recognition of this individual as a safe, competent performer.

CERTIFIED TEACHER
A certified teacher of stage combat is an individual who has first passed the actor/combatant proficiency skills test
and then, in addition, had extensive educational training and passed SAFD tests in teaching techniques, historical
styles, weapons theory and practice, and theatrical choreography. The SAFD endorses this individual to teach stage
combat.

CERTIFIED FIGHT MASTER
A fight master is an individual who has completed all requirements of an actor/combatant and a certified teacher.
Beyond this, he or she must have a strong professional background, have choreographed a minimum of twenty union
productions and passed an extensive oral, written and practical examination. Fight masters are endorsed by the
SAFD to teach, coach, and choreograph in professional theatre, film and television, and in the academic arena.

This journal printed entirely on recycled paper.
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CHOREOGRAPHER'S WORKSHOP

David S. Leong and J. Allen Suddeth

Under the direction of two of America·s
foremost fight directors, participants
will have the opportunity to explore the
process of fight choreography from
inception to performance. Lectures and
demonstrations on script analysis.
working with directors and actors,
notation, comedy, group fights. blood
effects. gun safety and more. Come
and learn a process! We use text from
Shepard to Shakespeare. Daily critique
sessions. Final performance. Loads of
handouts. You will be challenged!

A proposal for a specific glossary of terms to be
used when evaluating the acting portion of an
actor/combatant's performance.
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11

In conjunction with the Choreographer's
Workshop, this workshop focuses on
linking technique with process. Daily
rehearsals and performance of scripted
scenes. Daily review and critique. Daily
technique classes each morning, to be
foil owed by afternoon and evening
rehearsals. Cross gender casting, Final
performance.

SWORDS OF SHAKESPEARE
AT THE GLOBE THEATRE

head the Performer's and Choreographer's Workshop.
This is the fifth year of this successful, one-of-a-kind
workshop where students have time to work on the
process of linking technique with performance.
Register early for this workshop, which is sure to be a
sell out. Join us in the beautiful Maine hills for lots of
hard work, training, and a positive group experience.
No other workshop offers such in-depth insight into
both choreography and performance.
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Ratti and Westbrook's Secrets of the Samurai.

BY RICKI G. RAVITTS

When the newly rebuilt Globe Theatre in London
opened its doors for a three-week workshop
season this summer - the first performances on
the stage of the Globe since it burned down in
1642 - the SAFD was well represented.
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Dale Anthony Girard
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Results of SAFD skills proficiency testing
across the country. And the winners are ...
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When David Boushey founded the SAFD in
1977, he patterned it after the British Society of
Fight Directors. Now the Chairman of the BSFD
has proposed sweeping changes in the structure
of that organization to address changed goals and
a new vision of the SBFD's future role.
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1996 PERFORMERS AND CHOREOGRAPHERS WORKSHOP

JUNE 14 to JUNE 29, 1996
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT CAROL BRETT * CELEBRATION BARN THEATER
190 STOCK FARM ROAD
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OR THOSE OF YOU
Vf/_!-j_Q_ _ARE _PLUGGED _IN,
E-MAIL ADDRESSES ARE NOW

BY
MARGARET
RAETHER

being listed in the directory. Plus, David "Pops"
Doersch is overseeing the new SAFD website.
How 90s can we get? By the way, if you'd like
to submit material for publication or letters to
the Fight Master, it's meraether@aol.com.
Our organization was modeled after the
Society of British Fight Directors, so the significant restructuring underway across the
pond is particularly interesting. Check out
SBFD Chairman Jonathan Howell's letter to
his membership, reprinted by permission.
A new department debuts in this issue,
"Acting Tough" which covers specific acting
exercises that can help actor/combatants learn
to translate technique into performance.

Happy?¥~
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Cuirassier's Saber
The cover of this issue features a photo of a French
saber with brass hilt and slightly curved blade of
the type used by the cuirassier or heavy cavalry
regiments in Napoleon's army.

Members of the Board

Kim Zimmer, Robert L. Hobbs,
Drew Fracher
, HONORARY MEMBERS

RodColbin
Patrick Crean
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

Richard Gradkowski
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Submissions to the Fight Master
should be sent to:
1834 Camp Avenue
Rockford, IL 61103
Submitted material may be edited
for clarity and length.
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Every issue of the Fight Master states, '"Letters may be
edited for length and clarity, " but generally all letters
received have been printed intact and sans editorial
comment. However, the fiery twenty pages of letters I
have in hand would fill half the magazine. Of necessity,
I have edited severely! And some letters will have to
wait for Spring. Please, when you are waxing both
eloquent and vehement, keep in mind that available space
is finite and limit yourself to afew hundred words. -Ed.

WORDS FOR THE RAETHERS •••
ALTHOUGH I UNDERSTAND MR. RAETHER'S
response ("Objections to the Comparison," The
Fight Master vol. 18 no. 2) to my essay entitled
"Dramatic Art Vs. Violent Prurience" (The
Fight Master vol. 18 no. l ), it is nonetheless
ill-considered and materially in error.
The first issue resides in the quote "I'd like
to protest my views on fight direction being
likened to Lt. William Calley's defense .. . " The
idea is reiterated in the closing sentence of the
letter, "likening my views to those of a convicted
murderer." In the first place, I did not address
his "views" (plural) implying a general and
sweeping censure, my remarks were rebuttal to
a single argument, as clearly stated in my
sentence "I must take exception to his view on
this issue." I believe this to be a significant
distinction, as it is key to my general appreciation of Mr. Raether' s position. The argument is
one of kind, and I maintain that the kind of
logic in his article on "darkside choreography"
is identical to that described by my onerous
analogy. The difference is in degree, which
should be immediately obvious to any reader.
The analogy commends itself to my essay
for both reasons, i.e., its accuracy in kind, and
its provocativeness in degree. The issue of
taking responsibility for one's actions is important and deserves the attention such a statement
elicits, especially in response to Mr. Raether's
article which took every angle imaginable to
shift responsibility away from the fight designer.
Mr. Raether invokes "Anyone who is
familiar with my work or who has talked to me
personally" and parenthetically asserts "neither
of which applies to Mr. Strider." I am not
offended that he has forgotten me; he speaks to
and teaches many people every year. Nonetheless, I was a participant in the 1993 NSCW
where Mr. Raether taught. On July 20, 1993 (at
the NSCW) he granted me an interview which
was recorded on tape and is in my possession.
My positive experience of Mr. Raether's
work at the NSCW and delight with the content
of the interview motivated my comment in the
essay that "I have great respect for Mr. Raether."
This was not a perfunctory or facetious remark.
My article is an essay that develops a

scholarly argument. His letter, responding to
my article, asserts that he "spend a good deal
of [his] professional time talking directors into
less violence." I take this to mean that he agrees
with at least some portion of my argument. I
could find no published material written by
him along these lines. I responded to that which
he had written and published.
The editor's decision to print Mr. Raether's
response to my article is problematic in at least
three ways. The first is that it contains assertions
concerning my familiarity with Mr. Raether
that are materially incorrect. These assertions
are the most damaging aspect of his letter and
prove libelous in that they discredit me and my
work through misrepresentation.
The second problem is in the format in
which you presented his letter. The body of the
letter is interrupted by a block excerpt in large
type that reads, " .. .I'd appreciate some attention
to the ethics of journalism before likening my
view to those of a convicted murderer." Your
silent, i.e., unremarked, emendation of what
appears as "views" in his letter to the singular
"view" suggests to me that you recognize the
rhetorical fallacy employed by Mr. Raether in
addressing my argument. I prefer to think that
your "correction" of his letter was an accident.
The alternative would only complicate the
concerns of a third issue, conflict of interest.
Mr. Raether's relationship to you seriously
problematizes your decision to publish his
response. I find it hard to believe that you
would have printed a letter that so challenges
the integrity of a contributing author without
contacting the contributor first had it been
submitted by anyone other than your husband.
The only question of "journalistic ethics" I find
in this exchange is that raised by your decision
to publish his letter.
All things considered, I believe it only fair
that these issues be addressed in print.
James D. Strider, Jr., Ph.D.
Mobile,AL
To date, I have printed al/ letters to the editor, generally
without comment, as I believe this is the space for readers
to blow off steam (and the kitchen is getting mighty hat
lately). Mr. Raether's letter was submitted in writing and
printed, just as response from all other readers have
been - as indeed, has your letter.- Ed.

ON POINT: FENCING AND BALLET
"FENCING VS. BALLET: 'TO THE POINT' - MODERN
Dualism," (Summer 1995) inspired me to offer
some information about Renaissance dance to
the readers of the Fight Master.
In the article, James Gleich identifies a link
between the words "ballestra" and "hallo." I
THE FIGHT MASTER •
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would like to enrich Mr. Gleich's connective
theory by identifying the similarity between the
word "punto" in fencing and the word "puntato"
in sixteenth century dance. In Fabritio Caroso's
dance manuals (among other places), the
"puntato" step begins with a thrust of a foot
forward. It looks like a percussive punch or
thrust with the foot.
Moreover, I suggest a strong similarity
between single advance and double advance
footwork in fencing to the various single and
double type steps in Renaissance dance. Both
can go forward or backwards. In both cases the
double covers twice or more ground as the
single. In both cases the double consumes
about the same amount of time to complete as
do two singles. Arbeau used these "single" and
"double" steps in his manual, Orchesographie,
that Mr. Gleich noted in his article.

.. Arbeau's famous manual ... offers a great
deal of material to support the argument
linking Renaissance dance and fencing.~

•

Finally, I offer another similarity. In
fencing manuals such as DiGrassi's we note
movement not only along a straight line towards
an opponent, but also along oblique lines (to
avoid the opponent's thrusts and the attack
from off-line angles). In Renaissance dance
manuals (such as Caroso's or Negri's) many
movements are done "flankingly" or obliquely
forward or backwards.
Mr. Gleich draws upon Arbeau's sixteenth
century dance manual in discussing footwork.
His paraphrase of Arbeau gives the impression
that the "joints," "oblique" and "largis" foot
positions represented universal positions for all
his dances. It is more accurate to state that
Arbeau primarily discussed these three foot
positions as components of one specific kind
of dance, the galliard. Arbeau also described
numerous other foot positions for the galliard
and other dances in his manual, Orchesographie.
True, he used these terms throughout his manual,
but Arbeau clearly did not intend to describe all
dance movements according to a predetermined,
systematized set of foot positions and steps.
Instead, he made up labels to describe steps as
the need arose in his manual.
Arbeau, writing in an unsophisticated narrative form, did not measure up to the precision
and organization of other dancing masters like
Caroso or Cesare Negri. These two dancing
masters used a more systematic approach to
dance, similar to the work of DiGrassi or Savio lo,
who introduced their fencing manuals with disTHE FIGHT MASTER •
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cussions about universal principles before any
specific instructions about wards and attacks.
Arbeau's comparative simplicity seems
understandable when we realize that he wrote
Orchesographie some years earlier than its
publication date of 1588. I refer Mr. Gleich
and your readers to the introductory remarks in
the Dover edition of Orchesographie (Arbeau,
Thoinot. Orchesography, trans. by Mary S. Evans,
ed. by Julia Sutton. New York: Dover, 1967).
Students of the history of fencing should
study the opening section of Arbeau's famous
manual, for it offers a great deal of material to
support the argument linking Renaissance
dance and fencing. Arbeau devotes considerable
attention to the military application of musical
rhythms. He describes how the fife and drum
players keep companies of soldiers marching
as a body and moving at standardized, predictable rates. Arbeau recognized the crucial value
of time, distance and speed to both warriors
(fencers) and dancers.
Andrew Vorder Bruegge, Ph.D.
St. Cloud, MN

MARTINEZ REBUflAL
JUST WHEN I WAS BEGINNlNG TO BE ASSURED
that the SAFD and I were on the same wavelength, you print a letter from J.D. Martinez in
the spring Fight Master that is a thinly veiled
attack on me personally. Not only that, but
some statements in his interview in the same
edition are even more objectionable and raise
issues that I feel must be addressed.
To top it all off, a letter in the summer FM
starts off with a misleading attempt to corroborate J.D.'s references to me. Consider the source
on that one, folks. The writer is a former student
of mine who now goes out of his way to level
spurious allegations against me. Reality is, in
this business there are people who swear by
me and people who swear at me, people who
think I'm a saint and people who think I'm the
Antichri'st. I have a reputation for quality in my
work, and those who don't measure up don't
work with me. This year alone- oh, right, as
J.D. would say, "paltry credits, merely to
impress .. . " Pull the other one.
"Swordmaster" is the honorific given to
the swordplay trainer/choreographer/technical
adviser on a feature film by the production
company; in other words, you must have the
credits to back it up. And in the real world,
those credits are just about the only thing that
give you any credibility. It always seems that
the people who complain the most about other
people's credits are the ones who don't have
any credits of their own to speak of.
Dave Boushey informs me that when he
started SAFD he freely adapted terminology

from SBFD and all who initially joined up with
him simply awarded yourselves the title "Fight
Master." You may be surprised, but I don't
think there's anything wrong with that - if you
feel that the title truly describes who you are,
what you do and the level you do it at, gives
the public something to latch onto that makes
sense, and you have the credits to back it up.
The term "master" itself has long been
associated with the fighting arts in general, and
swords in particular. I firmly believe that Dave,
and some others of you have, to quote J .D.' s
letter, "earned it in the eyes of your peers,"
which is exactly where I was originally, and
continue to be, proclaimed a master: by my
students, colleagues, and peers; by the actors,
stuntmen and stars who work with me; by the
stunt coordinators, producers and artistic
directors who trust me; even by the masters
and staff of one of the nations largest centers
for the sport of fencing.
J.D. has mistaken the syntax on, and taken
exception to, a flyer that had nothing to do with
SAFD; let me, however, state my position.
While I truly believe that Boushey's original
idea was excellent, I also feel it has become
perverted. It seems that certain factions within
SAFD are in the habit of deluding their students
into believing that the "certifications" are
recognized and accepted as a standard by the
American theatrical community. They are not,
and never have been.
I believe these same factions misrepresent
SAFD as some sort of governing authority for
the art of combat in the United States. It is not,
and never has been. Let me state unequivocally
that SAG, AFfRA, Equity, most professional
theatres, major stunt groups, high level
producers and artistic directors do not feel that
it is necessary or even desirable to obtain a
certification by SAFD in order to perform or
choreograph fight scenes. Before you rush off
to pen a letter of protest, do the research. Call
the unions, theatres, stunt groups, etc. Better
yet, call Dave Boushey. He knows what goes
on in the real world. And yes, I am fully aware
of the rulings being debated within AGMA.
When J.D. says to study with people who
are generous of spirit. I agree, but he proves
himself not to be one by the very tone of his
letter. And when he says to be wary of those
who insult or slander SAFD, it's not people
with legitimate grievances (like myself) who
come to my mind, but just about everybody
I've ever met who's part of SAFD! I'm tempted
to write down some of the things I've heard
about SAFD from SAFD people. You folks are
your own worst advertising, and it shows in
the professional world.

Now that I've probably offended most of
you, let's see if any of you are open-minded
enough to take some advice. If you want to be
taken seriously in the professional world, then
you need to become more a part of it. You
need to adjust your training until it agrees with
what what really happens, and not with how
you would like things to be.
Your top-level people need to decide on a
comprehensive system of basics that everyone
teaches to all their students so that they can
work anywhere and with anybody. You should
give an exam on those basics and use that as
your first level certification, calling it by something that reflects that level and make your
subsequent levels a bit more logical. At present,
you go from Actor/Combatant (whatever that
is) to Teacher (much too quickly in my opinion)
to Master; where are your Fight Directors or
Choreographers? You do bill yourselves as the
Society of... don't you see something wrong
with this picture? Are you saying that only
Masters can choreograph? Or that teaching and
choreographing are the same skill? They're not
in the real world.
I also feel very strongly that you should
drop the "actor" out of your terms. Not even
the most reputable drama schools give their
graduates something that "certifies" them as an
"actor!" Get your priorities straight, and be
honest about them.

--While I truly believe that Boushey's original idea
was excellent, I also feel it has become perverted.~
I do firmly believe in the ideals Dave
Boushey was striving for, but I think that at the
moment I've gotten closer to them than you
folks. And I disagree entirely with that letter
that states that anyone can do this. Anyone can
play at it, and if they schmooze loudly and
strongly enough they can even get jobs doing
it. We - the real professionals - need to be
above and beyond all that and work to further
the art itself, in spite of setbacks and
difficulties, no matter how loudly detractors
shout or how strongly they nip at our heels.
Dan Speaker
Master of the Academy of Theatrical Combat
Los Angeles, CA

NIPPING RUMORS IN THE BUD
IN APRIL OF THIS YEAR, I ATTENDED THE
International Stage Combat Workshop in London,
at which I was honored to assist Jonathan
Howell of the SBFD.
- Continued on page 29
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TRUST THAT THIS ISSUE OF THE FIGHT MASTER
FI N D s__ EA C H_0 F_Yo_u _ST RI V I_N G I __ T H RI V I N G , _A N D
FIGHTING SAFELY WITH A GREAT DEAL OF ZA!

Tank Tops (Angelo or Woman)
$12.00
M, L, XL all white

T-Shirt

I managed to work in a short break after a very
full summer, which included the National
Workshop and annual officer's meeting in Las
Vegas in July.

(Angelo or Woman)
M, L, XL white or black

$10.00

block
one size
$8.00
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Send check or
money order to:

BY
DREW
FRACHER

Barbaro Burgess
1206 W. Cumberland St. Apt. 9
Allentown, PA 18103

A new fight master
Much business was discussed and voted
upon, not the least of which was the induction
of our newest fight master, Mr. Dale Girard. I
would like to extend the congratulations of the
organization to Dale and to thank him for his
continued service to the SAFD. I am thrilled to
have him aboard and I know that his influence
in future will be positive and widely felt.

The officers recognize that the power of
the SAFD is in it's membership and that
collective voice. It is each of you that make the
organization strong and each of you must let us
know when things are or are not working.

Changes In the works
We voted several changes to the procedure
of skills testing and there are several issues
still on the table, awaiting input from the
Certified Teachers, who are most directly
affected by them. All of this info is simply to
let each of you know that we are listening and
we are interested in your input. Call the hot
line, write to your
regional rep. or to the
officers and know that
your input will be
welcome and potent.

"I truly believe that the forward momentum we are
gathering will continue to build and that the SAFD
will grow and prosper ... !8
Dennis L. Graves
-Swordcutler255 So. 41st
Boulder, CO 80303
303-494-4685

Making the collective voice heard
There is a great deal of change in the
offing and I want you all to know that we are
working hard to bring the organization into the
next century with a much more organized and
stable base. There are proposals in the works to
reorganize the bylaws to better reflect the
needs of our growing membership. Each of
you, as members, will be asked to consider and
vote on any actual changes and I urge you all
to exercise your power in this respect and let
your voices be heard.

Classic Italian designs with combat durability beyond the
strength of originals.
Exceptional balance and aesthetic proportion in every
weapon from stage "foil" to replica "sharp."

With elections
pending I'm anxious
to say that, whatever the outcome for the next
three years, I truly believe that the forward
momentum we are gathering will continue to
build and that the SAFD will grow and prosper.
It is with this knowledge that I say to each of
you; thank you for your support during the past
three years. Thank you for your input, your
voices, your understanding and patience. Keep
the info flowing and keep your
standards above reproach.
Thanks again.
Be well.

-

plus a word from the

Available styles now include "Roman" gladii, stirrup~hilted
sabres, and baroque small swords.
Rental weapons available for theatre, film and
combat workshops.
Brochure sent on request.

Building momentum

BY
MARK OLSE..,_

Greetings from the secretary!
As I struggle to keep track of this
meandering and transient membership, it has
become increasingly obvious that I need to
make all of you aware of the following: if you
move, you cannot assume that establishing a
forwarding notice with the local post office
will insure that your SAFD materials will get
to you. Forwarding arrangements have a limit
and we are receiving an inordinate amount of
returned Fight Master journals that were sent
after the forwarding limit had expired.

To insure that you receive your SAFD
materials in a timely fashion and that we keep
you updated on the mailing list, YOU MUST
SEND ME A NOTICE!
So if you are thinking of moving, in the
process of moving, or just finished moving to a
new address, drop me a note to that effect with
the new address and phone number enclosed
and you will be assured of staying in the loop.
Just a friendly reminder: 1996 dues are
due in January - please mark your calendar.
- Mark Olsen, SAFD Secretary
THE FIGHT MASTER •
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HE RESULTS OF THE SIXTEENTH ANNUAL NATIONAL
-STAGE COMBAT WORKSHOPS IN LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

-------------------------------------------------"Damn it's hot!"
"Yeah, but it's a dry heat."
"Well so is my oven but I don't hang out in it."
MARK GUINN
HSCW COORDINATOR

1995 ... sew STAFF
Workshop Coordinator
Mark "Rat" Guinn
On Site Coordinator
Linda McCollum
Head Teaching Assistant
Michael Chin
Coordinator Emeritus
Richard Raether

ACW Teachers
Broadsword
Christopher Villa
Michael Chin, assistant
Quarterstaff
John Robert Beardsley
Robert 'Tink" Tuftee, asst.
Rapier and Dagger
Richard Raether
Mark "Rat" Guinn, asst.
Smallsword
J. Allen Suddeth
Robert 'Tink" Tuftee, asst.

Hot it was! Both outside and inside the
facilities of the College of Fine and
Performing Arts on the University of Nevada
Las Vegas campus as the sixteenth annual
National Stage Combat Workshops sizzled its
way to another successful year.
In attendance at this years workshop were
38 students in the ACW and 14 in the TIW.
The support staff and instructors numbered
ten. With their help and guidance, and the
vigilant, compassionate eye of Maestro
Raether, Workshop Coordinator Emeritus, this
year's workshop came off without a hitch.
Thank you all for your time and effort in
making the 15th annual NSCW a success.

mental hard drive crash and physical
turbulence, the esprit de corps of this group
provided a rallying point for a very memorable
"all for one and one for all" finish.
The esprit de corp and the exceptional
quality of this years TTW candidates also
proved a boon to the students of the ACW. The
TTW candidates complemented the Teaching
Assistants and Joumeyperson's teaching and
coaching load to give the ACW participants
welcome extra attention. The TIW candidates
provided a personal support mechanism that
was evident and appreciated through the final
morning of the Skills Proficiency Testing and
was greatly appreciated by staff and students.

Teacher Training Workshop
This years NSCW saw the return of the
Teacher Training Workshop. The fourteen
students in attendance were kept on guard and
studious with Fight Masters Fracher and
Fredricksen's pedagogic sleight of hand,
mystic circle dancing and and academic
assaults. Yes, the TIW is a time of testing
one's mettle, craft, and psychophysiological stamina and endurance.
Those Teacher Candidates, now
Certified Teachers(!), that were in
attendance at the workshop this year
proved that they had the staying power
and more. With only the occasional

Unarmed
David Boushey
Chuck Coyle, assistant

TTW Teachers
Drew Fracher
Erik Fredricksen

TTW Assistants
Dale Girard
Colleen Kelly

l'-ISCW Joumeype:ople
Wendi Bagger
John Bolomo
Janine Smith
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Actor/Combatant Workshop
The ACW also was not found wanting its
own share of pedagogic ministers of mayhem
and magic. Fight Masters Beardsley, Boushey,
Raether, Suddeth, and Villa combined to
provide an exciting Actor/Combatant
Workshop of challenging techniques and
entertaining lectures. In addition to the
required fare of basic techniques students were
entertained with lessons in history and lore,
speciality kills with daggers, film and video
unarmed techniques, and flamboyantly
pompous posturing positions and technique.

NSCW AWARD WINNERS
The 1995 President's Award
John Bolomo
The 1995 Patrick Crean Award
SAFD Treasurer and NSCW Coordinator
N\arl< "RatH Guinn

•••••

VULCANVS FORGE
Fine Duelling Supplies
Lewis Shaw, Proprietor

ACTOR/COMBATANT
WORKSHOP
Best Female Actor!Combatant
Monica Russell

Weapons Night
On the first Thursday students and staff
had the opportunity to browse and purchase
weapons and supplies for the modem
swashbuckler at Weapons Night. This year's
suppliers brought with them their distinctive
"selves" and sales pitches. The weapons
showcase proves to be an entertaining and
informative adventure each year and this years
participates continued in this fine tradition.
Hearty thanks to all who contributed to the
success of this year's weapons show. I hope to
see you all again next year.

Best Male Actor/Combatant
Daniel Lemieux
Best Scene
"Hamlet meets Arnold Schwarzenegger"
David Coyle and Christopher Carbonne

•••••

TEACHER TRAINING WORKSHOP
Most Promising Tuchcr
Randy Lee Bailey

Friday Night at the Fights

Fight Master Drew Fracher
presents John Bolomo
with the 1995
President's Award
at the NSCW.

•

This year's Friday Night at the Fights
showcased fight choreography from both the
ACW and TTW. The evening's fare include 22
scenes with guest appearances by Colleen Kelly
and Monica Russell in "Whips," and Colleen
Kelly and Dale Girard' s restaging of their
Zastrozzi from the International Workshop.
Hosts for the evening were Scot Mann and
Nicholas Sandys. Their comic antics and
special friends, the oompa loompas, provided a
special and unique diversion.

The NSCW Awards
The annual Awards Ceremony provides an
opportunity for
the fight masters
to recognize
exceptional work
at the NSCW.
The Curtis
Awards
(designed,
manufactured,
and donated by
Mr. Curtis)
provided the
journeypeople
with an opportunity to recognize
contributions
made by specific
individuals in
their pursuit of
swashbuckling
perfection.
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This years NSCW Awards were made
possible by donations from the proprietor and
representative of Vulcan Forge and American
Fencers Supply, respectively. Their continual
support and contributions to the SAFD are
heartily welcome and noted. Thanks.
Award winners from both the ACW and
TTW were recognized for their respective
performances, efforts, and dedication to the
spirit of the SAFD and the NSCW. We look
forward to their continued contributions and
participation in the Society. This year's award
ceremony also heralded the arrival of a new
fight master, Dale Girard. Congratulations!
To the dean, faculty and staff of the
University of Nevada, Las Vegas College of
Fine and Performing Arts; to the fight masters,
teaching assistants, and students, accolades are
laid at your table for a job well done. The sweet
sixteenth annual NSCW was a resounding
success and I am now looking forward to the
number seventeen.
I hope you all are making plans for the
summer of 1996 to attend and participate as
the SAFD and the University of Nevada, Las
Vegas College of Fine and Performing Arts
once again play host to sixteenth annual
National Stage Combat Workshops.

•
\

'r more information
call

326 2046
or write

-~

Offering a full range of combat-rea" . . . . ons
and training equipment for theatre, fii~:,,·and
historical recreation

VULCAN'S FORGE

3013 Shannon Drive
Baltimore, MD 212113
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ALE ANTHONY GIRARD
BY

THE NEWEST FIGHT MASTER IS A STUDY IN

MARGARET
RAETHER

contradictions. He's a scholar who researches
the history of swordplay and has written a new
book on stage combat entitled Actors On
Guard as well as "The Pen and the Sword" for
the Fight Master for the last several years. He
teaches stage combat at the Yale School of
Drama. And he is also a stuntman who once
sent out Christmas Cards featuring himself
dressed as Santa, falling from the roof of a
house and another with him engulfed in
flames. Dale Girard is not an easy man to
pigeonhole.
Like many
of his fellow
fighters, Dale
has vivid
memories of
his first
introduction to
swordplay. "I
was right out
of high school
when I got
hired to play a
barbarian at the
Colorado
Renaissance
Festival," he
recalls.
"Basically,
they handed
mea
broadsword
and turned me
loose."
An actor,
martial artist
and football player in high school, Dale was
planning on a career as a high school drama
teacher. He began college with a major in
drama education. And, in the summers, he also
settled into a regular renaissance fair gig as a
broadsword-wielding barbarian.

A~~IL 5i'i17, 1~96

LONDON
•

Unique opportunity
to take the SBFD ,
SAFD, and FDC
Sanctioned
International
Fight Skills
Proficiency Test

•

Actor/Combatant
and Advanced
Actor/Combatant
Workshops
taught

•

Up to eight hours of
instruction daily

•

All weapons provided

•

Campus housing
available (single
occup.)

•

workshops led by
Jonathan Howell
(Chairman , SBFD)
Drew Fracher
(President' SAFD)
J.P. Fournier
(Vice President, FDC)

•

Master Classes
taught by
Fight Masters
Henry Marshall
Malcolm Ranson
Steve Wilsher

•

Weapons covered:
Rapier &Dagger,
Smallsword, Broadsword,
Quarterstaff, and
Unarmed

•

Videotaped Critiques

Fight Master
Dale Anthony Girard

Be a part of this exciting workshop
where the foremost stage combat societies of the world,
The Society of British Fight Directors,
The Society of American Fight Directors, and Fight Directors Canada,
join forces for two intensive weeks of workshops and the opportunity to gain the
International Certificate for Fight Skills Proficiency approved by all three organizations.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
RICHARD RYAN (0144) 181 881 6725 PHONE

& FAX

"I was right out of high school when I got
hired to play a barbarian at the Colorado
Renaissance Festival ... they handed me
a broadsword and turned me loose.~

A thought-provoking injury
However, during his second summer with
the fair, another barbarian split Dale's face
open with a broadsword. He still bears a faint
scar. Not surprisingly, this event proved
thought-provoking and caused Dale to recall a
certain "Society of American Fight Directors"
he'd first heard about at a high school thespian
festival where Fight Master David Leong
conducted a workshop.
Dale ended up writing a letter to SAFD
founder David Boushey saying he understood
there was some kind of SAFD workshop where
you could learn how to fight without getting
hurt. "Why, yes there is" replied Boushey.
Shortly following his twentieth birthday,
Dale found himself at Salem State College
attending the 1984 NSCW. He fell in love with
stage combat, which combined his enthusiasms
for both physical action and the theatre.
Another long range result of the facesplitting incident was Dale's formation of his
own company, On Edge Productions,
originally organized to supply trained fighters
and ready-to-go fight shows to renaissance
fairs across the country.
"Essentially, I put myself through college
working the renfest circuit each summer,"
remarks Dale.
Getting physical
While in Boulder, Colorado conducting a
workshop in 1985, Dale happened to catch
sight of a group of guys in a restaurant all
wearing jackets that said The Physical Effects
Group. ''The name caught my attention. I had
to find out what it was all about," he laughs.
The group of guys turned out to be
stuntmen based in Denver and, after some
conversation, the stunt coordinator of the
group attended Dale's workshop and a quidpro-quo relationship quickly evolved with Dale
tutoring the stuntmen in swordplay and
learning stuntwork from them.
As he began to learn the ropes, Dale began
land film work. "Lots of Grade Z marital arts
films that no one's ever heard of, at first," he
recalls. Then he went on to work on the Father
Dowling Mysteries series and several of the
Perry Mason films and Dale began to acquire
SAG credits as a stuntman and fight arranger.
Stuntwork stories
Working on film was a learn-as-you-go
apprenticeship for Dale, whose fascination
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with stuntwork saw him moving on to bum
work and high falls. Along the way, he also
acquired a fund of stories.

Beware actors with chairs •••
There was the time he was filming a brawl
and the principal actor was slated to smash a
chair across Dale's back. In his excitement, the
actor in question forgot to wait for a balsa
wood chair to be substituted for the real
McCoy. He just plowed ahead and was
astounded and dismayed when the (real) chair
failed to break. The actor wielding the chair
was momentarily baffled by the glitch, so he
smashed the chair down onto Dale a second
time. Harder. The chair broke. Fortunately,
Dale did not.

his life. One of his fighters was Romeo's page
which, in the opera, is a trousers role (a young
man's role written to be played and sung by a
woman). A singer named Janine Hawley (now
Dale's wife) played the page and the upshot
was that Dale relocated to the East Coast,
where Janine's career was based.
These days, Dale works as the resident
fight director for the Yale Repertory Theatre,
as well as teaching at the Yale School of
Drama and is in his second year of teaching
stage combat and dramatic movement for the
opera program at Yale. Recent work includes
staging the violence for the USA premiere of
David Edgar's Pentecost for the Yale Rep, the
national tour of TOMMY! and Tulsa Opera's
Don Giovanni.
A member
of the SAFD for
over 11 years, Dale
became a certified
teacher in 1990 and
is now the SAFD's
newest fight master.
As for his old plan
to teach high school
drama, it derailed
some years ago
after a
disillusioning bout
of student teaching.
Perhaps that was, after all, just too tame a
career for an ex-barbarian.

"In his excitement, the actor... forgot to wait for a balsa
wood chair to be substituted for the real McCoy. He just
plowed ahead and was astounded... when the (real) chair
failed to break. The actor... was momentarily baffled by
the glitch, so he smashed the chair onto Dale a second
time. Harder. The chair broke. Fortunately, Dale did not. ~
He survived to become a bum specialist
and the Colorado regional representative for
United Stuntmen's Association (David
Boushey's group) where he taught high falls
and other stunt techniques, as well as
swordplay and unarmed combat.

•

(607) 589-7244

Maciej Zakrzewski
Maater Blaclumuh

imited

Dale, who is easy to pick
out in a crowd, at the
NSCW awards night. Left
to right, "Rat· Guinn, Drew
Fracher, David Boushey,
Dale, and Chris Villa.

•

Changing coasts
Dale frequently choreographs for opera
companies, from duels to full scale battles. A
few years ago, when he was called in to stage
the swordplay for the opera of Romeo and
Juliet, he had no inkling that it would change
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TAPES, TAPES, AND MORE TAPES! A SHORT
time ago, the stage combatant could find
little on video except Errol Flynn and The
Three Musketeers. Now, a variety of tapes,
both instructional and historical, are available and the list is growing. In this column,
I examine two tapes: one educational and
one that is both historical and fun.

Masters of Defence

BY
LAWRENCE
WOODHOUSE

The first tape is actually two tapes
in one: Masters of Defence, published
by the Royal Armouries of the Tower
of London, is about the evolution of
the civilian sword and swordfighting
from medieval times to the end of
the eighteenth century.
The tape uses voice-over
narration while actor\combatants, in
period costumes, demonstrate swords and
techniques used in the various periods. The
narration is clear and concise, and the locations
used make for nice backdrops. Slow motion is
used in the fight scenes to show particular
moves or techniques in detail, and the timing
with the narration is excellent. In some cases, the
action is shown more than once; allowing the
viewer to see it again without rewinding.
From a fight director's point of view,
several of the fight sequences aren't very good.
The moves look staged and unconvincing. But
the technique in each is correct for the related
period and the camera work is well done. The
tape ends very abruptly, however. There is a
quick duel and credits start to roll. There is no
real wrap-up or conclusion. One touch that I do
like is the incorporation of actual historical
plates from the works of Marozzo, Silver, and
others. They work well in showing the styles
and concepts from the various time periods.
Masters of Defence runs about 20 minutes
and is an agreeable and useful video.

How A Man Schall Be Armyed
How A Man Schall Be Annyed is included
on the same tape with Masters of Defence. It is
only about ten minutes in length, but it shows a
knight donning full plate armor from start to
finish. This was shot on location in a castle in
Sussex, England. Again, the narration and
direction are good. I especially liked seeing how
the various pieces of armor fit together; right
down to the clasps that were used on the shoes
and the buckles connecting the back and breast

plates. Before this, I never fully appreciated
the intricacies and details of plate armor.
This tape would make an excellent history
lesson for any student or stage combatant. It is
available through the Museum Replicas catalog
for $27.95 (plus $3.95 shipping and handling)
and is a worthwhile addition to your library.

Swordplay to Fencing
Swordplay to Fencing is more nostalgic
than instructional. It is an excerpt from The
David Frost Show, circa 1970, and features
Frost interviewing Oscar Kolombatovitch, the
renowned swordsman and fencer. At one time,
Kolombatovitch was the fencing master at both
West Point and the Metropolitan Opera. He was
also a weapons-maker and a superb horseman.
His son, George, is still very active in the sport
of fencing; having just finished refereeing the
1995 Junior and Cadet World Championships in
Paris. (Note: Iris Zimmerman of the Rochester
Fencing Center won the World Cadet Championship, making her the first American to ever win
a world championship in fencing. Her sister,
Felicia, is now ranked #1 in the Junior World
Cup standings. But I digress ... )
Maestro Kolombatovitch arrives with a set
of full plate armor and a rack holding all manner
of swords. He starts with a brief history lesson
on swords and armor, covering such points as
the evolution of blades, as well as the finger
guard, then Frost asks for comments on some of
Hollywood's swashbucklers and his opinions
of their abilities. Several of his comments were
quite surprising, and in direct contrast to other
"expert" opinions of these same individuals.
The best part is the latter half of the
interview. Mr. Kolombatovitch, joined by his
son George, demonstrates fighting styles from
several different periods. They stage several
fights: first using sword and buckler; then
rapier and dagger; and conclude with fencing
bouts, using modem foils and epees. Touches
of humor make it even more enjoyable.
The tape is only about thirty minutes in
length and the sound quality is poor. But it was
exhilarating to see this kind of interview being
done on a popular talk show. It is available
through the United States Fencing Association
for $25.00. This is a unique tape, a great deal of
fun, and well worth adding to your collection.

•Lawrence Woodhouse is a Chicago-based SAFD member.
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- - EVALUATING ACTING IN SPECIFIC TERMS - - - - -

A Precise
Vocabulary for
Acting Values

Fight Directors, Canada (FDC)
presents tb.e

1996
Canadian
Nationals
Worksliops in rt.lie art and Jisc1°plines of
Staged Confli°ct

ubjective
judgments
of an actor's
performance
are always
touchy stuff. Here
is a proposal for a
specific vocabulary
to be used when
evaluating acting.
BY

May 6 = Jl7, Jl996

MARK OLSEN

Banff, Alhcerta
IJ/JJ.siructioJ/JJ. !Jy MasrfeJI•s hrom CaJ/JJ.aJa, Gire,11d Bn"ta.in a111J t'1.e UniteJ St.&tes
InteJ/JJ.se certilicatioJ/JJ. training in t'1.e mou1111.t.ains ofBanlfMtional Park
for a complete info1·ma6on package detailing costs, faculty, courses

a.vaila.Me, contact Viv Moore,

FDC Nationals Coordinator, at

a.nd. levells of training

THE DISCUSSION AMONG THE SAFD
membership regarding the issue of acting
values has generated many good ideas and has
even helped to bring about some real change in
the structure of the training and testing. I have
noticed, however, that we have a very specific
nomenclature with regards to stage combat
techniques, but the language used to describe
or evaluate acting remains imprecise, repetitive,
and in some cases downright meaningless.

A clear and precise glossary
It is time to address the vocabulary we use
in reference to acting values
and begin the work of
establishing a
clear and
precise
glossary.
We would
hardly stand
for

sloppiness in the creation or enactment of a
stage fight. Indeed, advanced stage fighters are
forever improving the technical and emotional
accuracy of their fighting. Why then should the
language of instruction or assessment be limited
to, "That looks really cool." or "Man, that fight
sucked." (Examples exaggerated for effect).
Please know that I am not advocating
blunting the language with odes to political
correctness. Describing a pair of fighters as
"quality challenged" is as destructive as it is
inane. Words should be used to provide honest
direct feedback.
I think that giving some thought to the
language we use, enlarging and improving the
vocabulary within the discipline can have an
effect on the quality of the fights and the future
of the craft. While we never really escape
subjectivity, language helps to communicate
our impressions within a reasonable field of
shared experience. Therefore, I am hoping to
stimulate interest in this direction by supplying
(excuse the pun) a first stab at a glossary.

Considering the context
To begin, one must always consider the
context in which feedback is being offered.
In the classroom, a teacher can create a
specialized shorthand that is understood by the
students on many levels and that has any
number of reference points attached to it.
For a fight master responding to a skills test,
those reference points are missing, therefore
the language needs to be
as objective as possible.
For assessment of
a production, one must
respond to whatever ends up
onstage. However, to be
thorough, and to temper
perceptions within a wider
context, it is better to have
a full picture of the
circumstances that
surrounded the work
onstage.
As we all know,
stage combat is often
relegated to the farthest reaches of the priority
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A LONDON SHAKESPEAREAN ADVENTURE

list and the choreographer may have been
given only the time it takes to stand a few
people apart and enact the most rudimentary of
techniques. Therefore, I advocate the careful,
considered use of words as one formulates
opinions and provides feedback.

Three categories of words
For the sake of clarity, I have divided my
word lists into three categories: Favorable,
Good but not exceptional, Unfavorable. I am
not convinced that these categories have any
relevance outside the convenience it provides
me as I formulate my thoughts on the matter.
Please consider each word and ask yourself if
it would be a word that would provide clarity
and specificity to your assessments:

" ... if we are hoping to upgrade the acting
values in our field, it will become
increasingly important to speak a
language of acting that has real
understanding and wide acceptance.~
I. FAVORABLE
"The work was (is)-" connected, crisp,
haunting, vivid, inspired, safe, visceral,
rigorous, hilarious, fresh, imaginative, gritty,
generous, powerful, elegant, daring,
captivating, unaffected, original, riveting,
vicious, layered, relentless, profound,
distinctive.
"The work had - " finesse, momentum,
panache, dignity, immediacy, elan, abandon
(in the good connotation), resonance, relish,
courage, dimension, force, impact, gravity,
authenticity, proportion.

II. GOOD, BUT HOT EXCEPTIONAL
"The work was (is) - " effective, serviceable,
safe, funny, competent, exciting, sharp,
creditable, clear, honest, engaging, valuable,
worthwhile, acceptable, truthful, challenging,
substantial, appropriate, accessible, energetic.
Ill. UNFAVORABLE
"The work was (is)-" dry, ineffectual,
forced, phony, unconvincing, disconnected,
flat, sloppy, dangerous, unfocused, derivative,
uninspired, lackluster, overblown, lifeless,
murky, muddy, unauthentic, inappropriate,
inaccurate, gratuitous, awkward, terse, choppy,
half-hearted, indulgent, ambiguous, distorted,
precious, transparent, static, perfunctory.

•

Of course, one can make positive
statements by describing what negative
qualities were not apparent as in, "Your work
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was never muddy or forced." Similarly, one
can make an unfavorable assessment by
utilizing words from the favorable list as in,
"Your work was not crisp." or "Your scene
lacked momentum."
I also think it is important, when assessing
works presented for the public that the
assessment include some division between the
perceptions of the choreography and the
performance of that choreography. Sometimes
the choreography is wonderful but the
performance of it is off. Sometimes the
performers are convincing and elegant while
the choreography itself may be derivative or
even dangerous.

Establishing a core glossary
As the stage combat arts continue to
flourish and particularly if we are hoping to
upgrade the acting values in our field, it will
become increasingly important to speak a
language of acting that has real understanding
and wide acceptance. I feel confident that in
due time we will be able to have a core
glossary that best reflects the acting values of
the Society and more clearly communicates
them to members and the world at large.

•••

Mark Olsen is a certified teacher who serves as the
secretary of the SAFD. He is on the faculty of the theater
department at the University of Houston.

Swords of
Shakespeare at
the Globe· Theatre
erforming
the fights
from some
of Will's
greatest
plays in the newly
reconstructed
Globe Theatre
proved to be both
a challenge and
an adventure for
four SAFD actors.
BY
RICKI G.
RAVITTS

ALONG THE NORTH BANK OF THE THAMES
River in London, historical sites abound:
beautiful Tower Bridge, the infamous Tower
of London, Wren's Monument to the Great
Fire, and stately St. Paul's Cathedral. The
south bank too has its attractions, albeit of a
somewhat earthier nature: smaller Southwark
Cathedral, the waxworks museum of torture on
the site of The Clink ("the prison that gave its
name to all others"), the ruins of the Bishop of
Winchester's pantry. For some 350 years,
however, something has been missing.
Now, due to the incredible
perseverance of American actor Sam
Wanamaker, who died in 1993, and the
efforts of those who were inspired by his
vision, Shakespeare's Globe Theatre has
at last risen anew.

followed by four days of rehearsal in London.
While the electronic rehearsal left much to
be desired, the unsettled nature of the work
actually proved fortunate, as it left us free to
shape the scenes according to the demands and
inspirations of the actual space. (Of course
those faxes and the four rehearsals would never
have been sufficient, had the cast not had the
common ground of their SAFD training and
background as a basis from which to work.)

AJ(ESPEARE
~

The SAFD at the Globe
When the newly rebuilt Globe
Theatre opened its doors for a
three week workshop season this
summer - the first performances
on the Globe stage since it burned
down in 1642- the SAFD was well
represented.
At the invitation of the International
Globe Theatre Center, Fight Master
Emeritus Joseph Martinez
assembled "The Swords of
Shakespeare," a 90 minute
exploration of how Shakespearean
fight scenes might originally have
been staged. The program featured a
combination of lecture, demonstration and
performance.
While Martinez bore the brunt of the
lecturing, he shared choreographic duties with
SAFD Certified Teachers Lewis Shaw, Brad
Waller and Ricki G. Ravitts. Rounding out the
cast was actor/combatant Tim Klotz, who had
lingered in London after his studies at RADA.
Long distance rehearsals
Due to the schedules and scattered
geography of the cast, much of the rehearsal
and choreography preceding the London
rendezvous was conducted by FAX, eventually
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As we neared the Globe for our first visit,
Martinez, who had arrived the previous week,
warned us that the space was far from finished.
Indeed, from the direction of our approach it
looked more like an active construction site
(which it is) than a theater.
Making our way past new concrete,
plastic sheeting and temporary plywood
structures, however, we emerged into the
theater proper, an immediately recognizable
"wooden O", three galleries around the
groundlings' pit, with thatching, the sky and a
construction crane above.

R1c1c1G Ravitts and
Lewis Shaw rehearse a
fig t from I Henry VI.
Below, a model of the
Globe reconstruction.

•

Deduction and reconstruction
Although Maestro Martinez, as well as
teachers Waller and Shaw, had done thorough
research of the period, its weapons and fight
styles, even combing through records of expenditures by various theatres of the time seeking
clues such as any payments to fight masters;
still, no one can say with certainty exactly how
the fights in Shakespeare's plays looked or
how they were rehearsed and perfonned. No
first hand accounts or fight notation - if such
ever existed - have survived.
We were
admittedly in the
realm of speculation, infonned
speculation, but
speculation
nonetheless,
working deductively from period
documents and
inductively from
the space itself.
Research
was not limited to
libraries and
period documents,
however. In classic
SAFD tradition,
we also availed
ourselves of every
opportunity to
draw from the
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locals - pubs, that is - where we could soak
up the very spirit of Southwark. Walking home
along the Thames after rehearsal, stopping at
The Anchor or The Dean Swift, it was very
easy to imagine Shakespeare and his company
doing much the same.
Putting the pieces together
While research failed to locate any records
of fight masters being paid by a London
theater for staging fights, Martinez did locate
evidence that the London Masters of Defense
frequently rented London theaters for their
prize fights; that an actor's seven-year
apprenticeship included swordplay; that at
least one London actor (Richard Tarlton)
became a London Master of Defense; and that
a large proportion of the audience were
experienced swordsmen.
Given both knowledgeable audiences and
actors, the fights must have been sufficiently
realistic to excite the house while still not
injuring the actors. The choreography which
we used, therefore, was (in certain critical
areas) quite different from current SAFDapproved stage combat. Beyond the use of
many historically accurate weapons (thank
you, Mr. Shaw), our targets and defenses were
historically accurate as well: countercuts
instead of parries; thrusts to the groin, to joints
and armpits, and especially to the face. I hope
it was as exciting to watch as it was terrifying
to perform. Do not try this at home.
The physical stage
On first walking the stage, several
physical elements leap out. First, the stage is
very large (approx. 44' x 21') and surprisingly
high, about 5' above the floor of the pit.
Although the pit floor will eventually be a few
inches higher when covered with hazelnut
shells, even then it will still allow audience
members to stand at the very edge of the stage,
almost inside the action, but safely below
swords being swung on stage. Probably only
fighters would notice that point, but no one
could miss the next one: the pillars.
The pillars are huge, as is the controversy
surrounding their placement on the stage and
the debate about how to deal with them. "Move
them further upstage." "Place them farther
apart." "Put them on wheels; get them out of
the way!" Rather than ignoring (or cursing) the
pillars, we sought to use them - chasing around
them, slamming against them, ducking behind
them and sliding down them - making them
an asset and a reason to use the whole stage.
The space in relation to the audience was
also very influential on our work. Although the
Globe is a large space, demanding high energy
from the performers, it is somehow also an
intimate space, with actors surprisingly close
to the audience no matter where they sit or
stand. To complete the in-the-round setting, we

made sure that the inner-above "Lords' Chamber"
was always filled with every visiting VIP we
could find or invent in each audience With the
addition of the "Lords" and the rowdy
response from the "groundlings" in the pit
(Everyone was urged to take sides in the fights
and to express themselves freely.), the theater
took on a lively, arena-like atmosphere - even
without any orange sellers.

The British fight community (including
Jonathan Howell, Derek Ware, Richard Ryan
and Philip Stafford), were also most gracious
in welcoming us to the debate - whether they
agreed with our approach or not. Of course, if
they have any questions regarding our work,
we'd be more than happy to pick up the
gauntlet on the Globe Theatre stage again.
The scenes presented included:

Adjusting the staging
The physical space - audience and actors
all equally visible, the division of the social
classes, both invite active involvement: all the
world a stage indeed. As we worked in the space
our staging sometimes had to be adjusted to
accommodate lines which made the most sense
when directed to the people sitting in a certain
part of the house. Maintaining stage focus and
the delivery of the text were affected as well.
Although the space is large, the acoustics
are surprisingly good. Nonetheless, it is truly
theater in the round, with inherent vocal
challenges. We also had to deal with passing
helicopters and boat traffic on the nearby
Thames. Shakespeare's company didn't have
to battle helicopters, but they may have had as
many as 3,000 boisterous playgoers to keep
enthralled. The helicopters might be the easier
challenge, even with audiences limited to 1,500
by modern fire regulations.

Romeo a11d Juliet , Tybalt and Romeo

The audience as part of the act
Of course future performers may not have
quite the rowdy crowds we did, as Joseph
repeatedly exhorted our audiences to vocalize
their pleasure or displeasure, to move about if
they were bored or couldn' t see, even to throw
things if so moved. In scenes featuring French
characters, e.g. the Dauphin and Joan of Arc,
Joseph reminded the audience that Elizabethans
hated the French in general and looked on Joan
as a witch and a whore who should be roundly
booed and jeered - which they did with
enthusiasm. (Turnabout being fair play, as Joan
I returned their shouts with epithets gathered
from French tourists I met in London. "Fils de
chacal! Bande de )aches. Engence de viperes.")
Scholarly and artistic debates regarding all
aspects of Shakespeare's Globe and its future
productions will no doubt continue for years.
Whatever the outcome of those debates, for us
it was an exciting privilege to participate in the
process - history in the re-making, as it were.
The enthusiastic audiences were always a
pleasure, as was demonstrating to various
Shakespearean scholars that stage combat can
have a scholarly as well as a theatrical
legitimacy. Perhaps even more gratifying was
the support and welcome extended to us by the
Globe staff, especially Michael Hallifax,
Patrick Spottiswode, and Marina Blodget, and
by Franklin Hildy of the Shakespeare Globe
Center USA.

A postcard advertising the
Globe reconstruction.
Below, the cast
researches local color at
the Anchor Tap in London.
Right to left Tim Klotz,
Brad Waller, Lewis Shaw,
Ricki Ravitts, and
Joseph Martinez.

Rapier/Dagger performed by Martinez &Klotz

I He11ry VI
Joan and Talbot
Broadsword, Ravitts and Shaw

I Henry VI
Joan and the Dauphin
Single hand
Broadsword
Ravitts and Martinez

2 He11ry Vl
Cade and Iden
Broadsword
Klotz and Waller
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Romeo a11d Juliet
Sampson and Abram
Sword and buckler
Waller and Shaw

Tami11g of the Shrew
Kate and Petruchio
Unarmed
Ravitts and Shaw

Othello
Cassio and Montano
Rapier/Dagger/Cloak
Shaw and Waller

•••
Ricki G. Rav1tts 1s a
certified teacher based n
New York City. She serves
as the membership rep.
and mans (or womans)
the SAFD Hotlire.
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The Way Ahead
For the SBFD
he chairman
of the SBFD
maps out
that group's
significant
reorganization.
Read on to learn
about forthcoming
changes in asociety
that served as the
model for the SAFD.
BY
JONATHAN
HOWELL

•

THE SOCIETY OF BRITISH FIGHT DIRECTORS
finds itself at a crossroads.
The Society no longer fulfills it's original
criteria- is no longer in a position to fulfill
the original aims laid down for it some 26
years ago. Conditions have changed in the last
ten years or so, so much that the very name of
the Society no longer accurately reflects the
purpose of the Society.

How the SBFD was formed
In February 1969, at a meeting of fight
arrangers convened by Henry Marshall (Royal
Academy of Dramatic Art) and William Hobbs
(National Theatre), the Society of British Fight
Directors was founded
The membership at that time comprised
the vast majority of those regularly engaged in
directing fights in the British Theatre, as well
as some of those who taught at the Drama
Schools that offered Stage Combat or Fencing
as it was often called and indeed practiced.
Together with Henry Marshall and William
Hobbs; the Founding Members were, Charles
Alexis (deceased), B.H.Barry, John Barton,
Roy Goodall, John Greenwood, Ian McKay,
Bryan Nosley, Derek Ware, Arthur Wise,
Philip Anthony, Patrick Crean (Canada), Hans
Mater (Scotland), and John Waller.
The Aims of the Society were to raise the
standard of stage fighting in this country, and
the status of the Fight Director. For- as Henry
wrote: "We have already begun to make our
presence felt in this country. The image of the
old fashioned 'fight arranger' is giving place to
that of the Fight Director."
The opening statement continues: "The
Society works primarily as a professional
association. We are negotiating at the present
time (Autumn, 1973) with British Actor's
Equity, and we allocate such jobs as come our
way to individual Fight Directors."
"But we have also," Henry continues, "in
the four years since we came into existence,
undertaken a wide range of other activities ... ";
here he lists courses held, lectures and demonstrations given and concludes; " . . . and, most
important of all, the initiation of a stage fighting
certificate available to drama students and
professional actors after a Test conducted by
our examiners."
From the beginning the Society was
concerned with two disparate causes:
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1. The concerns of the professional fight director,
with the Society acting as an unofficial agency
for jobs.
2. The building up and recognition of standards
by the Society members who were involved in
teaching; some of whom became Examiners
for the new Test.

And the name of the Society reflected the
primary concern of its members- fight directing.
In the Autumn of 1973, the first magazine
of this Society was published. The opening
paragraph read, "This is the first issue of the
first magazine in the world devoted to the art
and profession of those who create and direct
stage and screen fights." Henry wrote, "I
founded this Society to unite and strengthen a
disparate group of artists .. . "
Well, to date, over a period of some 26
years we, the artists, have united - and
become strong; strong enough to:
On the fight directing side:

1. Become a specialist body within Equity
recognized by the various Theatre Managements
as "The Equity Register of Fight Directors."
2. Form a Committee within the union structure
both to deal with the professional needs of
the Fight Directors of Equity, and to act as an
advisory body to the Equity Council.
3. Negotiate with Theatrical Managements for a
Contract for Fight Directors.
4. Have a representative on the Equity Health and
Safety Committee who has been instrumental
m formulating the current Code of Practice re:
weapons for the theatre.
And on the teaching side:

1. Set up a fight proficiency examination which is
now a requirement for graduation through out
the Accredited Drama Schools in the U.K. and
is practiced in many others.
2. Created a series of grades designed to reflect
the ability of the successful students, which is
recognized by the theatrical profession.
3. Set up a basic syllabus as a guideline to all
fight teachers.
4. Produced a magazine, initially containing
information about the Society and the work of
its members, now, published and sold to a
wider audience .
Henry's concept of a "Society of Fight
Directors" has also spread outward to other
countries via teachers and foreign students who
had studied in the English drama schools.

America has The Society of American Fight
Directors. Canada has both The Society of
Canadian Fight Directors and Fight Directors
Canada. New Zealand is about to embark on
creating a Society. There are other countries
that teach Stage Combat but as yet have no
national grouping that we know of.

Two bodies under one head ••.
But we come back to Britain and the
development of Henry's idea over the last 26
years. What we have seen is a two-bodied
creature under the one head.
On the one side is the professional body of
the Fight Director and his role and development
within the professional body of Equity in the
U.k. On the other side is Drama School Teaching
and Examination and the emergence of the
(albeit controversial) role of the Fight Teacher.
Let us look briefly at the professional side,
that of the Fight Director and his growth.
In 1981 things came to a head when
attempts were made to block a Fight Director
from directing the fights for a television production of Shakespeare. In January 1982 members
of the S.B.F.D. signed a letter which was sent
to Equity. In July we received this reply:
"After a very thorough debate the Council
passed a motion to accept 'in Principle'
the three points contained in your letter of
the 9th Jan, and to discuss in more detail
both with you and the Stunt Committee
the detailed implications of this decision. "
The three points were:
1. That the experienced Fight Directors whose
names are contained in this list should be
given recognition within Equity.
2. That Equity should agree with all employers in
films, television and theatre that the members
on this list should be allowed to pursue their
work as Fight Directors in 'all' these media
without further hindrance.
3. That Equity should recognize the difference
between stunt performers and stunt arrangers
on the Stunt Register, and Fight Directors, who
have no such formal register within Equity and
are at present unfairly discriminated against by
their own union.
By October 1983 there was an official
Committee, which consisted of fight director
members of the Society, endorsed a projected
Register of Fight Directors and also our claim
to be recognized by the Theatre Managers.
It took until October 1987 for the Theatre
Managers to finally agree to enter into negotiation with Equity to agree to a standard form of
contract. By November 1987 a draft contract
was submitted by the Committee for the Theatre
Managers. This was ratified in November 1989,
seven and a half years after our letter to Equity.
There is now an Equity Register of fight
directors (many of whom are not members of
the Society), and a contract for these Registered
Fight Directors with the Theatres of the U.k.

So now the raison d'etre of the Society has
been put into the hands of a Committee created
specifically for that purpose - to raise the
status of Fight Directors, a Committee that
consists of Fight Directors elected by and from
a Register of professional fight directors.
And what role does the Society play in
this new world? Well it has become just one of
several "outside bodies" together with the
A.F.A. and the B.A.F.; the Amateur Boxing
and Wrestling Federations; and the Martial Arts
Boards; that deal with the qualifications required
by the trainee professional Fight Director.

Where does that leave the SBFD?
This has been a concern of your Committee
for the last five years. While the Equity side has
developed along its own road, the Society has,
like a juggler with
one leg amputated,
struggled to maintain its balance and
at the same time
rediscover its purpose, while keeping
the balls of teaching, examining, and publishing in the air.

" ... the Society has, like ajuggler
with one leg amputed, struggled
to maintain its balance.~

Have we accomplished anything in the
meantime? Yes!
1. We have a new Constitution, specific to this
new Society, to take the place of the Rules and
Procedures that guided the S.B.F.D. till now.

2. We have tried to open up the Society from a
select group of fight directors to try to include
everyone that is involved with the teaching of
Stage Combat and open dialogue with not
only the other countries that comprise the
United Kingdoms of Great Britain but also with
the foreign countries of the Commonwealth,
Europe, the Americas, and the East.
3. We have tried to increase membership by
encouraging those drama school students who
have passed their tests to maintain contact and
interest through joining the Society.

4. We have a syllabus for the teaching of Stage
Combat and will have one for the Advanced
Combatant before this academic year begins.
And after talks, "Stage Combat," as defined by
the Society's syllabus, will become a
Vocational Qualification for Further Education.
5. Members of the Society are now spreading
their wings and teaching abroad eg. in the
U.S.A.; Norway; Spain; Japan.
6. In conjunction with the Equity Fight Director's
Committee, the Society has run three courses
for Trainee Fight Directors with seven passes
and two recommendations for probationary
acceptance onto their Equity Register.
7. We developed the magazine from an in-house
publication to enable it to be sold to the
public at such places as the Tower of London
and the National Theatre, and we introduced
the newsletter "Talking Points" to maintain a
flow of information to the membership.
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But all this is under the Flag of the
S.B.F.D. - and I am sure it has become clear
to you by now, as it has to many members, that
we are operating under the Wrong Colours.
This Society is clearly not any more, a
society of fight directors whose concern is the
professional world of theatre. That is all in the
hands of the Equity Committee of Fight
Directors and their Register.
This is a Society
that is primarily concerned
with teaching; teaching
the art of Stage Combat first and foremost to drama
students and actors - who
will perform in theatre,
television , and film.
And your
Committee feels that the Society should have a
name change now to reflect and encompass the
work that we do:

"' I am sure it has become
clear to you by now... that
we are operating under
the Wrong Colours.~

The British Society of Stage and Screen Combat

This will incorporate the S.B.F.D. and all
documents will register that.
The main immediate gains are :
1. The new Society can now grade itself for
movement through the ranks from 'Actor
Combatant' to 'Fight Master': being able to
offer training to reach higher Teaching levels in
a structured way. To become a Fight Director
one must apply to the Secretary of the Equity
Register of Fight Directors just as one wou ld
have to apply to the Secretary of the Stunt
Committee if one wished to join their ranks.

2. The new Society can also address the area of
training new teachers of Stage Combat, so that
all wi II have a universal basic level of
recognized competence whatever their
individual 'style'.

3. The two bodies of the Society and the Equity
Register cannot now be confused as to their
identity and purpose and will no longer be
open to outside critics and possible lawsuits
as a resu lt of this confusion.

4. The Society can now encourage the development of further skills in combat for the theatre
- and run courses and offer certification
above and beyond the established and
successful Proficiency Test.

5. The Society's Proficiency Test, under the new
banner cannot be misinterpreted as a fight
directing qualification.

•

What 1vill happen to the magazine?
It will still be published under the aegis of
the new Society. Contributions will be
encouraged from the members of both the
Society and the Register, as well as anyone of
similar interests as per normal. It is our
intention to reinstate the results of the fight
tests twice yearly and, possibly the Examiners
Comments, as we intend to invite the Drama
Schools to join the Society under a Corporate
membership scheme.

What about membership ?
Well, There is a new range of membership
categories. They are as follows:
a.
b,
c.
d.
e.

Actor Combatant
Advanced Actor Combatant
Teacher's Apprentice
Accredited Fight Teacher
Fight Master
f. Fight Examiner
g. Master-at-arms

Other categories include:
h . Friend/Scholar
i. Honorary
j . Corporate
k. Overseas

There is as yet no category for fight
director - an overeaction to the suggested
split? - and I believe we must think about this
again. (Why not? This is a Society about Stage
Combat and the fight director is as much a part
of that as is the fight teacher.)
We hope most members of the current
Society, the S.B.F.D. will move sideways into
the new categories without too much hassle.
Lastly, and of no less import: It is not the
intention of this Society to forget for one
moment that the combat we learn, teach,
perform, and direct, is anything but theatrical
in outlook. By that I mean, as I'm sure you all
agree, that it is the 'dramatic context' that is
paramount - our skills and discipline serve
the drama, carrying it forward, to tell the story.
Combat skills, while totally enjoyable
performed in their own right for their own
sake - are only part of what goes to make up
'Stage Combat. '
We must not lose sight of the dramatic
side to our art, as performers, teachers, and
directors, and that these dramatic skills need
exercising, expanding and polishing as much
as do the physical skills.
I do not wish to teach any grandmother to
suck eggs - but I do wish to positively
encourage the development of all the skills
that will raise the Art of Stage Combat to new
levels and this will be one of the main objectives of the new, all-embracing, Society. And
those ski tis may, of course, be demonstrated
in a myriad of ways apart from the physical;
with articles, books, videos, films etc.
I do hope that you will come to see this
change for the Society, not as a departure from
the aims and ideals that first inspired its
creation, but as a natural sign of its maturation,
its concentration, and its decision to face the
new millennia with a determination to lead the
world, by example, in all the facets of Stage
Combat.

•••

JOflathan Howell is the Chairman of the Society of British
Fight Directors.

HIS IS THE FIRST APPEARANCE OF A NEW COLUMN THAT
DEALS WITH ACTING EXERCISES FOR ACTOR/COMBATANTS
IN THE SPRING '95 FIGHT MASTER, JACK
~ -~--.. Young posed the question, "What has become
of the actor in Actor/Combatant?" This is a
very important and pertinent question .
Too often, stage combat is treated as a
separate skill, akin to juggling, and so is
presented to the student in a vacuum, devoid of
BY
context. We have actually had colleagues tell
J. DAVID
us that if students wanted an acting class, they
BRIMMER
would take an acting class -we're here to
and
teach them a specific technique. This is untrue.
DALE
The belief that the actor can,
on their own, meld their craft with
AMTHOMY
the mechanics of stage combat is
GIRARD
equivalent to the assumption that
after one or two semesters of
beginning Russian, an actor is
now able to mix this knowledge
with their craft and do Chekov in
the original language. The artist,
if they studied well, may be able
to struggle through the text, but
.------... will be so overpowered by the language that
their craft will be suppressed as they try to
master the intricacies of foreign speech. They
may pull the performance off, but they more
than likely have not developed a process of
linking their acting skills to the words being
spoken.
If we, as teachers, do not provide a bridge
between technique and the art of performance,
we create a obstacle for our students rather
than a useful tool to free their creative process.

As a game, l(jl!er Ball (known also as "Koosh,"
"Assassin," "Line of Fire" and many other
names) has been used in many actor training
programs and combat classes as a warm-up or
game for developing group dynamics, but in
stage combat it can serve a much deeper
purpose. Since the actor cannot explore the
nature of combat on a first-hand level and yet
they must convincingly portray that experience
to the audience, this exercise has been
developed to help in that understanding.

"If we, as teachers, do not provide a
bridge between technique and the art
ofperformance, we create an obstacle
for our students rather than a useful
tool to free their creative process.~

~---..

Integration of combat and text
It is this process of integration between
safe combat technique and fully realized
commitment to the text that this article
endeavors to address. The exercises in this
column, and forthcoming issues, are designed
to offer a process for the physical and mental
exploration of physical conflict, allowing the
actor to develop a link between their acting
process and understanding of physical
dialogue. This column is designed to provide
fundamental techniques to help in the growth
of the theatrical combatant and develop a
common ground between their acting process
and the process of acting a fight.

KILLER BALL
Killer Ball is an exercise based on the old
game of "Dodge Ball" given a dramatic twist.

For the exercise of Killer Ball you need an
open space and a soft rubber ball of roughly 4
to 10 inches in diameter. This can be a Nerf»,
Koosh®, or any other type of ball with which
you would be willing to be hit. Although the
face is off target, some people like to play this
game with safety goggles for the participants.
We do not feel this is necessary, but if such a
protection allows a tentative student to
participate it can prove quite beneficial.
The group stands in a large ring, each
person roughly four feet apart, facing in
towards the center. The external ring is called
the "Killer." Two members of the group are
then selected to stand in the center of the ring.
One becomes the "Guard", the other the
"Victim." The Killers are given the ball and
toss it about at random.
The Victim and the Guard must work
together in order to keep the Guard between
the ball and the Victim. At any time, any one
of the Killers may try to strike the Victim. If
the intent is to hit, the action must be committed
to fully . The Guard must try to stop the hit.
They may use any part of their body to deflect
the ball; hands, feet, head, torso, etc.
The Victim cannot touch the ball, but they
may bob, weave, duck and jump to evade the
ball. If the ball strikes the Victim, the Guard
who failed to block the hit becomes the new
Victim and the Killer who struck the old
THE FIGHT M .ASTER •
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Victim becomes the new Guard. The old
Victim returns to the circle and joins the
Killers. The exercise does not stop for this
transfer. If the new Guard has not yet moved to
a position to defend the new Victim, the
Killers may strike. Once the new Victim is
struck (no matter if the new Guard is in place
or not) the rotation begins again.

"A.fight in its simplest form, can be broken
down into offensive and defensive actions ...
the actor has to be accurate in their understanding of these actions ... by knowing their
full implications, and the refore their danger.~
The Killers as a team
In this exercise the Killers should work as
a team. The objective is not to get into the
circle (although everyone should have a
chance), the objective is to hit the Victim. The
Killer must use strategy and cannot pound their
way through the Guard. They must maneuver
the ball around the guard.
Killers may attempt feint attacks, tossing
the ball from side to side, over their heads,
rolling it on the floor. Create an opening, see
the target, and go for the hit. Just as in a sword
fight, opportunities come and go quite quickly.
The thought and the action need to be
simultaneous or the moment will be lost.

•

Killers cannot strike at the head or face, and
any Killer doing so must sit out of the game
until the next rotation.

•

Killers also cannot move in or physically
move around the circle to facilitate a hit or
set up. They must stay in their relative place
in the circle during the exercise.

The Guard's objective
The Guard's primary objective is to
defend. They must always keep an eye on the
Killer Ball, staying between it and the Victim.
There is little or no time to think, only react.
They should be willing to go to extremes to
protect the Victim. (Many students like to wear
knee and elbow pads in order to protect themselves if they should drop to their knees or fall.)
Guards must see the attack, block it and
then prepare for another. The Guard cannot
hold the ball or throw it out of play in order to
regroup. They must be in the moment and
think on their feet.

•

The Victim's role
The Victim must also keep an eye on the
Killer Ball. They need to work on keeping
THE FIGHT MASTER •
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their Guard up and between them and the ball.
When the Killer manages to work their way
around the Guard, the Victim must be alert
enough to physically avoid the hit. Remember,
a Guard can only be in one place at one time
and a hit can come from anywhere. The Victim
must constantly be on the move to keep out of
harm's way. They must also call "HIT" when
they are touched to insure the rotation.

SITTING DUCK
There is a variation of Killer Ball called
Sitting Duck where the emphasis is placed more
strongly on the offensive and defensive actions.
In this exercise the Victim sits on a short
stool (or a chair without a back) and can only
duck or lean to avoid the ball. To avoid falls
and tumbles, the stool must be short enough
that the Victim can comfortably reach the floor
with an outstretched arm when they bend at the
waist. They cannot, however, move from the
stool. This creates greater openings for the
Killer and places even greater emphasis on the
movements of the Guard. The rest of the
exercise remains the same.

Killing the Killers
Killer Ball may also be played with the
Guard allowed to return fire and "kill" the
Killers. In order to do this the Guard must
strike the Killer with the ball in the same
manner the Killer "kills" the Victim. If,
however, the Killer catches the ball, or one of
the other Killers catches the ball before it
touches the floor, the Killer is safe and can
continue to play.
Other variations
The game may also be played with a
larger number of balls, guards and hits. By
raising the number of people actively involved
there is a greater chance of everyone playing in
each position.
Large groups may also form an oval of
Killers that surround two or three separate
Guards and Victims. With a variety of balls,
this exercise is a wonderful prelude to work
concerning group fights and brawls.
Along with these, there are any number of
variations on this game. Our primary concern
is not that our game is played, but that the
emotional and visceral aspects of the exercise
are applied to the actions and activities within
a dramatic conflict.
Conclusion
A fight, in its simplest form, can be
broken down into offensive and defensive
actions. In performing a stage fight the actor
has to be accurate in their understanding of

these actions, not by presenting them
artistically, but by knowing their full
implications, and therefore their danger.
This exercise is designed to develop an
understanding of offensive and defensive
actions from a first-hand point of view. It
allows the actor to explore the necessity of a
strong guard position, reflexes and eye-hand
coordination, trying to hit an opponent and
tactics to work around their guard. The action
is fast and furious, not technical.

" ... the game can then be taken
into the dramatic conflict,
allowing the audience to see
the truth and danger behind
the actions. ~
Freedom of thought and movement
This does not mean that the exercise is out
of control. Just as stage combat should be
performed, the actor should be free and relaxed
in their movement and in control of their
actions. Freedom of thought and movement
allows the actor to truly be on the offensive or
defensive, placing them in the moment and
therefore making their actions truthful.
This exercise, and its multiple variations,
is something that can easily be worked into the
limited class hours of a university. It may be
used as part of the daily warm-up, functioning
as the cardiovascular portion of the activity.
This serves the dual purpose of getting oxygen
rich blood to the combatant's muscles while
providing the actor with an understanding of
offensive and defensive actions from a firsthand point of view.
The energy and intent of the game can
then be taken into the dramatic conflict,
allowing the audience to see the truth and
danger behind the actions. The feeling of this
exercise is carried into a routine. Except that a
"Combatant" is a Killer, Guard and Victim
simultaneously.

•••
J. David Brimmer ·s an SAFD certified teacher based 1n
New York City. He teaches stage combat at New York
University.
Dale Anthony Girard 1s a f ght master and teaches stage
combat at Ya le University.

Continued from page 7-

Before going on, let me first say that
rumor control was a topic of discussion at the
SAFD Certified Teacher Meeting in London.
Brad Waller ptlt forward an excellent plan of
attack when being confronted by a rumor. His
method was to confront the rumor and hunt it
down immediately before it could spread.
Shortly after the workshop, Brad had the
opportunity to do just that, as a nasty rumor
spread to him. Brad was told that I felt that he
did not deserve to be teaching at the ISCW; that
others (ostensibly myself) were more worthy.
Brad, true to his convictions, contacted me
directly and asked if, indeed, I felt this way.
I told Brad, what I will now tell all of you
in the hopes of reaching the individual(s) who
may feel that I have impugned my fellow
certified teacher and my friend: Brad Waller is
an individual whom I hold in the very highest
regard, professionally and personally. I respect
his teachings and his pedagogic methodology
deeply. I found his choreography challenging
and yet perfectly suited to the needs of the
students at the ISCW.
At every opportunity, I encourage my
students to attend Brad's workshop or to work
with him. Brad is, in my opinion, one of the
greatest assets of this Society, and an excellent
representative thereof. I can think of no
instructor in this Society, myself included,
whom I would rather see teaching classes at
the ISCW. He is a hard working, honest man
who is neither competitive, nor mean spirited.
In short, I respect Brad deeply and am
personally hurt by this imputation.
I apologize to all who may see this as the
airing of dirty laundry. But I feel so strongly
about this issue, that I could not merely let it
rest with my telephoned reassurances to this
dear friend that this rumor bore no truth.
And to the individual who spread this, be
careful what you say. The organization that
you harm with these rumors is your own.
Because when all is said and done, and we
have taught our workshops, orchoreographed
our fights, we are an organization of comrades;
friends brought together through the unique
interest in this esoteric field of ours.
It is easy to lose sight of this basic truth, I
know I have at times. And it has been
gentlemen like Brad Waller, Drew Fracher,
and David Woolley who have reminded me.
David "Pops" Doersch
Oxford, MS
Send letters to the Fight Master, 1834 Camp Ave., Rockford,
IL 61103 . Letters may be edited for length and clarity.
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Amencan Fight Directors

COMBAT-WORTHY RAPIERS, VAGGERS, SMALLSWORVS, ANV BROAVSWORVS

BY
DALE
ANTHONY
GIRARD

LOOK AT DAGGERS & FIGHTING KNIVES OF THE

------------------------------------------------------------------------

WESTERN WORLD AND SECRETS OF THE SAMURAI
DAGGERS & FIGHTING KNIVES
OF THE WESTERN WORLD:
FROM THE STONE
AGE TILL 1900
by Harold L. Peterson
"Arms and Armour Series,• New York:
Walker & Co., 1968. 80 pages of text;
select Bibliography, 8 pages of Index. 108
B & W photographic plates. Hard Cover, ISBN
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DAGGERS & FIGHTING KNNES OF THE
Western World is a wonderful reference
manual on the design and development of the
knife and dagger in Western culture. Written
by Harold L. Peterson, author of American
Knives and leading authority of edged
weapons, the text is an attempt "to present in
English a concise statement of the state of our
knowledge of the subject." [Preface]1
With no other book-length study devoted
entirely to daggers and fighting knives Mr.
Peterson wrote this text to meet a real need
among collectors both here in the United States
and Europe. In his introduction Mr. Peterson
mentions that there are several books and
articles in other languages concerning this
topic, but that they are not always readily
available nor obtainable in English for easy
reference. It is for this reason that he collected
the information of these many works, and
combined it with his own research to develop a
standard general reference in English for
students and collectors of Western daggers and
fighting knives
From origin to demise ...
The book is only six chapters in
length, covering fighting knives from the
"Origins of the Dagger and Fighting Knife"
through its demise in the nineteenth century.
Mr. Peterson's text is quite easy to read and
his explanation of both period and weapon are
brief and informative. He assumes some
knowledge concerning knives and their
components on the part of the reader. And
there is no glossary provided to "look up" a
term that may not be in the readers vocabulary.
This could make understanding a great portion
of the text difficult, as the book is greatly

concerned with the design and construction of
these knives. But, for the reader with a
fundamental knowledge of the pieces and parts
of knives and swords, the text moves well,
describing the variations and similarities
between the parts, if not the parts themselves.
The first chapter sets the stage for the
entire work. Mr. Peterson introduces his
subject by setting it in its historical and
geographical context. He discusses the stylistic
origins of western daggers and knives in the
weapons of the Middle East and Asia Minor.
Starting with the development of flint knives
he traces their development and use from prehistory through the Stone, Bronze and Iron
Ages. The following five chapters are therefore
organized, century by century, up to the British
and American naval dirks used at the end of
the nineteenth century.
Categorizing knives of the period
Each chapter opens with a brief introduction about the period being covered and then
moves on to categorizing the popular and
common fighting knives of that period. Each
type of knife is described in technical detail
including the construction, materials,
decoration, believed origin as well as noted
variations of the weapon.
When there is information about the
covering and carriage of the weapon,
Mr. Peterson provides the reader with both
what is known and what is speculated. This is
of great help to the fight director and costume
designer who are interested in historical
accuracy. There are, however, no illustrations
to depict the carriage, and some of the
descriptions are confusing or vague.
108 photographic plates
The illustrations that are provided for the
text are a collection of I 08 black and white
photographic plates. These pictures are from a
variety of museums and private collections,
and provide a good look at what the weapons
being described actually looked like. The
photos, however, are, not to any scale, and
they are not located with the specific portion of
text that deals with them, and this causes either

1 Peterson, Harold L. American Knives, the first history and collector's swde. New York: Scnbner, 1958 (Gun Room, 1980.J
- The Amencan Sword. 1775-1945; a survey of the swords worn bY the uniformed forces of the United States from the Revolution to the

close of World War II. New Hope, PA: R. Halter, 1954. [repnnted, Ray Ril ing, 1983.J
-AJTns and Armor in Colonial America. 1526-1783. Harrisburg, PA Stackpole Co., 1956
- History of Body Armor. New York Scribner, 1968.
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flipping back and forth through the pages to
determine size, or a false impression as of the
length of the weapon. But for the most part the
photographs prove a useful tool in
understanding the descriptions provided by Mr.
Peterson and are a benefit to the text.
Geared to the collector
Being a reference source book geared
towards the collector, and cutler to lesser
extent, the text yields little useful information
on the use of the European fighting knife. The
methods and practices of the weapons are
broken down into the handling of the weapon.
Mr. Peterson points out when a knife was held
above the hand (like a sword) or below the
hand (like an ice-pick). This information is
offered to the reader more as a note on handle
and hilt configuration then as fundamental
combat technique. Thus, a great deal of technical
reading yields little practical information.

"Mr. Peterson is good at offering source material
when there is speculation on the date or origin
of a weapon, but he does not cite sources for
the overall structure of his material. ~
For historical research and reference the
book has some drawbacks. Although there is a
short bibliography and index, the sources for
the composite information are not always listed
Mr. Peterson is good at offering source material
when there is speculation on the date or origin
of a weapon, but he does not cite sources for
the overall structure of his material. This, of
course, is not as important as if the text were a
practical manual to historical knife techniques
where there is greater ground for controversy,
but there are certain sections that seem to contradict other reputable sources. Without citing
sources, an educated reader might assume that
portions of the text may be based on conjecture
while an uninformed reader may accept it as
absolute truth.
A comprehensive, in-depth study

Fighting Knives of the Westem World is
an excellent text for anyone interested in the
development of fighting knives. It covers such
knives as the Ballock, Scottish Dirk, Quillon
Daggers, the Left Hand "Main Gauche" daggers,
and American Rifleman Scalping daggers (to
name a few). All are explained in great detail.
There is no comparable in-depth study of
European fighting knives available in English.

•

The text is valuable to those who now, or intend
to, make their own weapons. But, as a reference
tool for the stage combatant, Peterson's text
provides in-depth definitions on the construction
of period knives, but little insight to their use.

SECRETS OF THE SAMURAI
by Oscar Ratti and Adele Westbrook
Rutland, Vermont: Charles E. Tuttle Co., Inc., 1992.
ISBN 0-8048-1694-0. 464 pages of text; 7 pages
extensive bibliography; 1O pages of complete index.
Over 500 B&W line drawings, 18 charts. Paperback.

SECRETS OF THE SAMURAI IS A DETAILED
study of the martial arts of feudal Japan. The
title is actually a little misleading, giving the
impression of possible "pulp" literature or
another "Karate made easy" martial arts guide.
Thankfully, it is neither of these things.
Written by Oscar Ratti and Adele
Westbrook, two of America's leading experts
on the Japanese warrior art and ethos, this text
is intended to explain in detail the weapons,
techniques, strategies, and principles of combat
of the ancient Japanese warrior. 1
Although the backdrop for the text, feudal
Japan, is an expansive work unto itself, Ratti
and Westbrook's text adequately covers the
material and proves an essential text for anyone
with an interest in the combat techniques,
weaponry, or military tradition of Japan.
The study of bujutsu
Although the title boasts the "Secrets of
the Samurai," this text is not about the Samurai
warrior. The basic premise of the book is
established in the first chapter, explaining that
"martial arts" are the techniques ofthe warrior
class of Japan - the Samurai. These "Secrets
ofthe Samurai" are referred to as "Bujutsu"; 'bu"
meaning of the martial or military class' and
"jutsu" meaning techniques, skills or arts' hence the term is applied by the authors to all
Japanese martial arts. The book is a detailed
study of bujutsu - the secrets of the Samurai.
Eight chapters in total, the text is broken
into three distinct sections. The first section
deals with the "Exponents of Bujutsu",
concerning the history, social and political
structure, and beliefs of feudal Japan. This
laborious section briefly outlines the violent
struggles of early Japanese warlords and the
relentless progression of the military class
toward absolute power.
It is well-written and well-researched, but
it proves quite difficult to read at times. The
authors use a great deal of traditional Japanese
names and terms (as well they should), but,
even with the provided definitions, they begin

, Ratti, 0 . & Westbrook, A. A1kido and the Dynamic Sphere. Rutland, VT & Tokyo, Japan, Charles E. Tuttle Co., 1970 (32nd printing 1989).
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to blend together making the whole thing
appear a confusing mass of foreign words.
Although I cannot conceive of a proper history
of feudal Japan without using these terms, this
section probably needs to be reread at least
once to develop a strong understanding of its
content. But the matter is covered well enough
that one time through can still provide enough
information to give the reader a basic
understanding of development of the feudal
warlords and the Samurai class.
An orderly path
Through Japanese history
The progression of the first section
detailing a neat and orderly path through
Japanese history is followed by two sections of
a more topical nature. These sections deal
specifically with external and internal aspects
of bujutsu. The second section deals with the
"Outer Factors of Bujutsu" and the third with
the "Inner Factors."
Contrary to popular belief, the Samurai
was not only proficient with the sword, but
with a variety of weapons and instruments.
Many of these armed and unarmed techniques
were developed by the enemies of Japan or
members of their own society stationed below
the sword-bearing class. For the purpose of
self preservation and self advancement, these
techniques were adopted by Japanese warriors,
and made their own.
Along with the swordsmanship of the
Samurai, the second section explores the
development and use of armor, the bow and
arrow, spear, horsemanship, war fan, staff, jitte
and unarmed techniques such as wrestling,
Jujutsu and Aikijutsu.
Fundamental
Techniques of bujutsu
It is this section that is of most use to the
theatrical combatant. Here the authors
illustrate the fundamental techniques of a
variety of forms of bujutsu. This information is
not a practical guide to technique or a training
manual, but it provides a great deal of
foundation material for developing "martial"
styles of stage combat.
This section also provides the reader with
the information of who carries a specific sort
of weapon and how it is and is not to be used.
This range of information can help the trained
combatant and fight director apply the
fundamental actions and usages of Japanese
weapons to develop an Oriental stylization to
theatrical combat.
The philosophy of the art
Arms and armor, however, make up only a
part of the Samurai. It is the spirit of the
warrior that makes them strong; that makes
them invincible. The third section discusses in

detail the crucial training necessary to develop
a warrior's inner strength and to concentrate all
his energies into a single force; the "Inner
Factors of Bujutsu." The philosophical rather
than the technical applications of bujutsu
including strategies of offense and defense and
the value of Zen to the warrior. In this
discussion the authors cover the ancient forms
of bujutsu as well as many modem deviations
such as Judo, Karate and Aik.ido.
This section, supported by the other two,
is of great interest to any student of the martial
arts, or to anyone interested in training in a
martial discipline. Many books, and most
movies, show technique and mechanical skills
but seldom convey the philosophy of the art.

"When playing a part or setting afight, it is
important to remember that the way of the
Westerner is not the way of the Samurai. ~
This section details not just the physical,
but the mental training and concentration
necessary to the Samurai. Although this is not
as instantly applicable to the theatrical
combatant and fight choreographer, when put
in context of a specific character or production,
these philosophies will greatly dictate the
actions and reactions of a particular character
in certain circumstances.
Crossing the line
Into physical conflict
Civil, moral and religious codes are often
most pronounced when a character is forced to
cross the line into physical conflict. If one is
truly trying to capture the color of feudal Japan
in a production, this section is a wonderful
guide to "choices" in Eastern philosophy.
When playing a part or setting a fight, it is
important to remember that the way of the
Westerner is not the way of the Samurai.
The second and third sections of the book
are much easier to read than the first. After the
history is explained to the reader, the authors
effectively move on to detailing and explaining
their subject matter. There are still a great deal
of Japanese names and terms that break the
flow of the text, but compared to the first
section, these are only minor stumbling blocks.
Well supported text
The information provided in the text is
well supported by both primary and well
reputed secondary sources. These sources are
constantly referred to within the text making
cross reference and additional research
possible for those inclined toward further
study. The text concludes with an extensive
THE FIGHT MASTER •
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bibliography and a ten page index, making the
book useful for reference and research.
A series of useful illustrations
For the purpose of supporting their
expansive text the authors have selected a
series of useful illustrations. Although none of
these simple line drawings are mechanical or
technical in nature, they do not seem out of
place or incongruous to the information
offered in the text; even in the section covering
specific armed and unarmed techniques.
Although there are over 500 illustrations
and 18 charts, the immense volume of this
work would not be overshadowed by adding
more examples. Additional illustrations would
help the reader understand details of the text.
At first glance Secrets of the Samurai
seems only to be a text for the interested
martial artist and for students of Japanese
history. It is true that the information presented
is highly specialized and of little immediate
use to the theatrical combatant.
Understanding feudal Japan

However, to the fight director or actor
working in Kabuki theatre or a "Shogun"

theme production, this text is a well-spring of
information. Providing the reader with a clear
picture of the "what", "when", "where" and
"why" of feudal Japan, dramatic choices can
be made based on fact and a production can
become much more than European swordplay
in Japanese costume.

ESULTS
OF THE

A well-rounded representation ...
Of Japanese forms in Western theatre

SAFo·s

By providing background and preliminary
information, this text allows for a well-rounded
representation and creation of Japanese forms
in Western theatre. This book is not a "How
to" manual for martial arts, but rather a
scholarly text on the methods and practices of
the martial arts in the Eastern tradition.
Although difficult to read at times, I
recommend this text to any student of the
martial arts, to any stage combatant working
on a production with an Oriental theme or to
anyone who is interested in expanding their
knowledge and understanding of armed and
unarmed conflict.

PROFICIENCY

•Dale Girard is an SAFD fight master based in New York
City. He is a regular contributor to the Fight Master.

SKILLS TEST
THROUGHOUT

THE COUNTRY

MAY, 1994

Tom Fulton
Art Moss

University of Houston
Date: May 8, 1994
Instructor: Mark Olsen
Adjudicator: Christopher Villa
lhch Guardiola
Steven M. Spurgat
Daniel A. Magill
Kaia Jo Bowman
Matthew D. Carter
George Parker
Darrell Womack
Gary Minyard
Peter T. Lieu
Markus Langhans
Enka Jensen (Adding)

Jamieson K. Pnce
Robert Simmons
Ian O'Connell
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Broadsword

Unarmed, as
Unarmed, as
Unarmed, QS
Unarmed, QS
Unarmed, QS
Unarmed, QS
Unarmed, QS
Unarmed, QS
Unarmed, QS
Unarmed, QS

Western Illinois University
Date: May 13, 1994
Instructor: Paul Denhardt
Adjudicator: Christopher Villa
Heather Evans
Chuck Brinkly
Ken Nesb·t
Anne Smith
Brooks Chelesvig
Enc Sandeen
R Chns Blisset
Barb<lra Brandt
Paul Denhardt (renewal)
Mike Kelley(renewal)

Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,

Unarmed,
Unarmed,
Unarmed,
Unarmed,
Unarmed,
Unarmed,
Unarmed,
Unarmed,
Unarmed
Unarmed

BS
BS
BS
BS
BS
BS
BS
BS

Video
Date: July 25, 1994
Instructor: John Cashman Adjudicator: Drew Fracher
Mike Mahaffey
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed
JIm Gall
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed

AUGUST
Tape
Date: August 4, 1994
Instructor: Colleen Kelly
Adjudicator: David Leong
Joel Jones
R& D, UA
Denise Gabriel
R& D, UA

Catchup!
on back issues of
The

Fight Master

$6.00 each
Quantities are limited

Date: August 18, 1994
Instructor: Mark Guinn
, Adjudicator: D. Fracher
Beth Harris R& D, UA, as
Peter Fitzkee R& D, UA, as
Jake Myers R& D, UA, as
Jason Hatfield R& D, UA, as
Stephen FrenchR & D, UA, as
Danny Pittman R& D, UA, as
Aaron Carter R& D, UA, as
Lyn Smith (add) as, ss
Neil Massey (add) as, SS
Randy Baily (renewal) R& D, UA

1/

SEPTEMBER
Video
Date: September 1, 1994
Adjudicator: David Woolley
Lee Look
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Ax Norma
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
John R Nissley Rapier & Dagger, UA, as

Tecumseh

To order, send a check
made out to the SAFD to:

The Fight Master
1834 Camp Ave.
Rockford, IL 61103
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Unarmed,
Unarmed,
Unarmed,
Unarmed,
Unarmed,
Unarmed,
Unarmed,
Unarmed,
Unarmed,
Unarmed,
Unarmed,

Video
Date: September 19, 1994
Instructor: David Doersch
Adjudicator: Drew Fracher
David Bareford
Melissa Bareford

Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed

NOVEMBER
Penn State University
Date: November 3, 1994
Instructor: Jane Ridley
Adjudicator: J. Allen Suddeth
Matthew Allen Bretz
Gwyn Fawcett
Jane Ridley

Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS

DECEMBER
Carnegie Mellon University
Date: December 11, 1994
Instructor: Tim Canyer
Adjudicator: David Woolley
Mark Willett
Jeff Ranara
Christian Barie
Patrick Wilson
Tina Kronis
Mark Bodnick
Tom Lee
Adam Cardone

Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,

Unarmed,
Unarmed,
Unarmed,
Unarmed,
Unarmed,
Unarmed,
Unarmed,
Unarmed,

QS

as

BS
BS
QS
QS
BS
BS

Preston Community Players, Catholic University
Date: December 12, 1994
Instructor: Brad Waller
Adjudicator: J.D. Martinez
Gabrielle Data
Stephen Lada
Joyce Peifer
Al Myska
Adam Konowe
Kevin Robertson

Rap.er & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,

Unarmed,
Unarmed,
Unarmed,
Unarmed,
Unarmed,
Unarmed,

BS
BS
BS
BS
BS
BS

Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,

Unarmed, as
Unarmed, QS
Unarmed, as
Unarmed, as
Unarmed, as
Unarmed, as
Unarmed, as
Unarmed, as

University of Pittsburgh

Blue Jacket

Date: September 17, 1994
Instructor: Brent Gibbs
Adjudicator. Drew Fracher
Bna Norman
Rap er & Dagger,
Aaron Moreland
Rap er & Dagger,
Enc Chapde a1ne
Rap er & Dagger,
Thomas Ray
Rap er & Dagger,
Bna Courts
Rap er & Dagger,
Allison Deleon
Rap'er & Dagger,
David Mcl.aughl n
Rapier & Dagger,
Tony Ar1eux
Rapier & Dagger,
Brad Burton
Rapier & Dagger,
David Daniel
Rapier & Dagger,
W1n1fred Froelich
Rapier & Dagger,
Ted Feldman
Broadsword
Lori Hunt
Broadsword
Raymond Speakman
Broadsword

Broadsword
Broadsword
Broadsword
Broadsword
Broadsword

BS
BS
BS
BS
BS
BS
BS
BS
BS
BS
BS

Date: December 12, 1994
Instructor: Tim Canyer
Adjudicator: David Woolley
Chappale Burton
Hillary Haft
Teri Misler
Rebekah Slotnick
Pam Mccready
Ilona Harris
Kevin Wetmore
Laura'Smiley

University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
Date: December 14, 1994
Instructor. James Finney
Adjudicator: David Woolley
Julie Mazzarella
Linda Snyder
Laurie Holz
Janet Geist
Jim Fletcher
Roy Mills

Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,

UA,
UA,
UA,
UA,
UA,
UA,

Brdswrd
Brdswrd
Brdswrd
Brdswrd
Brdswrd
Brdswrd

Alain Hankins
Kevin Warren
John Tessmer
Rick Long
John Wolf
Andy Hoffman

Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,
Rapier & Dagger,

UA,
UA,
UA,
UA,
UA,
UA,

Brdswrd
Brdswrd
Brdswrd
Brdswrd
Brdswrd
Brdswrd

Recommended

JANUARY, 1995
Video
Date: January 1, 1995
Instructor: Colleen Kelly
Adjudicator: Drew Fracher
Michael Johnson
Joel Mason
Eddie Collins (Adding)
Mark Rab1now1tz (Adding)
Kathy Potts

Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed
Broadsword
Broadsword
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed
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FEBRUARY
EnGuarde Unlimited, Minneapolis
Date: February 18, 1995
Instructor: Mlchael Anderson Adjudicator: D. Fracher
Tasha Hardy
R& D, UA, as, 55, S & Shld
Luis Rosa
R& D, UA, as, Smallsword
John Neitz
R& D, UA, 85, 55, S & Shld
Recommended
Aimee Cox
R& D, UA, BS, SS, S & Shld
Recommended

Provo, Utah
Date: February 25, 1995
Instructor: Greg Hoffman Adjudicator: D. Fracher
Darin Anderson
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
D.C. Wright
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Ted Sharon
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
David Biesinger
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Keith Rex
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Tom Dominguez
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Todd Parmley
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Kevin Rahm
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Jason Ball
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
David Knight
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Cynthia Bloodgood
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff

MARCH
The Roughhouse, Chicago
Date: March, 1995
Instructor: Stephen Gray Adjudicator: D. Woolley
Eric Conley
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Stephen Davis
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Stephanie Drans
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Kim Wade
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Tobias Capwell
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Peter J. Talbot
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff

The Roughhouse, Chicago
Date: March 20, 1995
Instructor: David Woolley Adjudicator: D. Fracher
Geoff Callaway
Unarmed
Lawrence Woodhouse
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed
Rachel Rasinski
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed
Dan Robles
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed
Tom Robb
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed
Ed Nishioka
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed

Video
Date: March 20, 1995
Instructor: Greg Hoffman Adjudicator: D. Fracher
Lawrence Wood
Rapier & Dagger, UA, as
Cameron Deaver
Rapier & Dagger, UA, as
Kathy Biesinger
Rapier & Dagger, UA, QS

Marymount College, London
Adjudicator: D. Fracher
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, SS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, SS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, SS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, SS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, 55
R& D, UA, SS Recommended
R& D, UA, SS l?ecommended
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, SS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, SS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, SS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, SS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, SS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, SS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, SS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, SS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, SS

California Institute of the Arts
Date: Aprll 21, 1995
Instructor: A.C. Weary Adjudicator: J. A. Suddeth
Elizabeth Cantu
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Ronnie Clark
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Aaron Earl MacPherson
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Jeffrey S. Libby
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Hugh Davidson
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Cody Henderson
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Patricia Wible
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Tiffany Hecht
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Jean Collins
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Jason Price
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
April Crowell
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Nicole Nicodemus
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff

•

Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
R& D, UA, as Recommmckd
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Ostaff

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Date: April 22, 1995
Instructor: Erik Fredricksen
Adjudicator: David Woolley
Ingrid Eggerstien
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Peter Fletcher
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Nick de Abruzzo
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
David Mulder
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Kristen Savage
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Ost.aft
Debbie Keller
R& D, UA, QS Recommended
Nicole Harmony
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Jared Hofferd
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Lakeisha Harrison
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Allyn W09an
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Ostaff
Can Letterman
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Charles Gooden
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Ward Beauchamp
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Ostaff
Matt Bower
R& D, UA, QS R<commfflded
Becky Winston
R& D, UA, OS Rf!Commended
Brandon Epland
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Ostaff
Geoff E. Clark
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Ostaff

University of Arizona
Date: April 29, 1995
Instructor: Brent Gibbs
Merrie Greenfield
Elie Bramlett
Gina Tellez
Mark Seliga
Steven Minow
Kelly Flint
Stepher Crawford
J.J.Cobb
Shirley Charles

Adjudfcator: Chris Villa
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS

MAY
University of Missouri, Kansas City
Date: May 1, 1995
Instructor: Dan Ruch
Nguyen Cao Huyh
Jimmy Augustine
Micheal O'Connell
Linda Stein
Rayme Cornell

Adjudicator: David Woolley
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS

University of Illinois

APRIL
Date: April 7, 1995
Instructor: Richard Ryan
Amanda Boekelheide
Sharon Greene
Melanie Miner
Susan Levinthal
Heather Plank
Birgitta Victorson
Gregory Arata
Sean Dugan
Margret Zeder
Melissa Kopolow
Gregory Weigel
Cynthia Ferkel
Caitlin Wittig
Allison Tartaglia
Catherine Joseph
Deborah Schlaff

Mary Sprenger
Mary Ann Miller
David R09ers Luben
Jonathan Richter
Caleb Terray
Mark Banducci
Tracy Telshaw
Craig Jason Stein
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Date: May 3, 1995
Instructor: Robin McFarquhar Adjudicator: Woolley
Sarah Frye
R& D, UA, OS Recomtnt!nded
Jody Rennick
R& D, UA, as Recommended
Marjorie Allabastro
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Daren Klebbe
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Justine Hartel
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Maria Zeller
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Letty Hatfield
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Kelly Welsh
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Ruthie Frank
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Monica Holeczy
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Jennifer Johnson
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Kimber-Leigh Nussbaum Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Anne Kavanagh
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Ted de Chatelet
Rapier/ Dagger, UA, BS, S&S
Andrew Gibb
Rapier/ Dagger, UA, BS, S&S

Brigham Young University - Provo, Utah
Date: May 4, 1995
Instructor: Greogry Hoffman
Adjudicator: David Boushey
Kathy Biesinger
Brdswrd, S & S, Smllswrd
Darin Anderson
Brdswrd, S & S, Smllswrd
Ted Sharon
Brdswrd, S & S, Smllswrd
Larry Wood
Brdswrd, S & S, Smllswrd
Keith Rex
Brdswrd, S & S, Smllswrd
D.C. Wright
Brdswrd, S & S, Smllswrd
David Biesinger
Brdswrd, S & S, Smllswrd
Cameron Deaver
Brdswrd, S & S, Smllswrd

University of the Arts, Philadelphia
Date: May 5, 1995
Instructor: Charles Conwell Adjudicator: Suddeth
Grant Moninger
R& D, UA, BS Recommended
Michael Finuoli
R& D, UA, BS RecommeMkd

J. Alex Cordaro
Ric Trader
Conrad Zimmer
Adam Middleton
David Forrest
James Pieffer
Jeannine Torres
Jeffrey Davis
Shane McGrady
Nicole Lerario
Clair Shaffer
Joelle Cherry
Bob Alcorn
John Nila
Keith Tracton
Daryll Heysham

Rapier & Dagger, UA, S & S
Rapier & Dagger, UA, S & S
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS

Comish Institute
Date: May 5, 1995
Instructor: Bob MacDougall Adjudicator: Boushey
Jonathan Sandeline
R& D, UA, BS Reccxnmmckd
Christopher Spelt
R& D, UA, BS R<commerockd
Laurie Records
R& D, UA, BS Recommended
Heather Ham
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
John Smith
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Chris Goodson
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
lance Kaiser
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Connie Wray
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Christopher Tharp
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Eric Layer
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS

Longwood College
Date: May June 95
Instructors: Lewis Shaw, Joel Mason
Adjudicator: J. Allen Suddeth
Kurt M. Fichte
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Brent M. Fox
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Jennifer Ann Bryant
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Anthony Foley
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Anthony Tassa
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Robert H. Gray
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Graham Hackett
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Ada Nauman
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Tosh A. Marks
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Craig M. Robi'lard
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Jason Whisman
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Martin M Montgomery
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS

Northwestern Louisiana State University
Date: May 7, 1995
Instructor: Scott Thrasher Adjudicator: Chris Villa
Doug LOWl)I
R& D, UA, OS Recommmckd
Aaron Moreland
R& 0, UA, OS Recomtnt!rockd
Kim Howard
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Amber Wi lliams
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Staphan·e Hodgdon
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Leah Coleman
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Sammy Brewster
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Ivory Simon
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Jeff Williams
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Ryan Glorioso
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Scott Gaudin
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Cory Pichoff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Jerry Mui hns
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Jason Cheek
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff

University of Nebraska
Date: May 8, 1995
Instructor: Paul Steger Adjudicator: David Woolley
Charles Russell
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Jeremy Kendall
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
William Cover
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Ashley Hass1er
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Jonas Cohen
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Julie Fitzgera Id
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Andrew Hayes
R& D, UA, BS Reccxnmerockd

Northern Kentucky University (Video)
Date: May 9, 1995
Instructor: Randy Balley
Tonya Cale Twaddell
Kay Madnck
Heather Scott
Daniel Coo ey
Heather Reid

Adjudicator: Drew Fracher
Rapier & Dagger, UA, OS, SS
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff

University of Houston
Date: M;sy 12, 1995
Instructor: Mark Olsen Adjudicator: David Woolley
Darin Garrett
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Stewart Hawley
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Anthony Hubert
R& D, UA, QS Ra:ommende:d

Karen Kurzbuch
Michelle Howard
Michelle Edwards
Bill Parker
Tawanta Feiler
Roxanna Raja
Dawn Passaro
Donna Sewell
Daniel Magill

Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
R& D, UA, OS Recommm<kd
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
R& 0, UA, QS 1/ecommende:d

University of Houston
Date: May 12, 1995
Instructor: Mark Olsen Adjudicator: David Woolley
Michelle Edwards
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Michelle Howard
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Tawanta Feifer
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Bill Parker
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Darin Garrett
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
John Stewart Hawley
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Karen Kurzbuch
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Anthony Hubert
R& D, UA, OS Recomtnf!nded
Dawn Passaro
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Roxanna Raja
R& D, UA, OS Reccxnmendt!d
Donna Sewell
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Daniel Magill
R& D, UA, as Rf!Ccxnmt!fldeci

New York University
Date: May 13, 1995
Instructors: J. David Brimmer and Ian Marshall
Adjudicator: J. Allen Suddeth
Tom Wayland
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Michael P. Doyle
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Jennifer Johnson
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Matthew Y. King
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Heather Ramey
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Peter Manka
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Tom Dheere
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Shyaporn Theerakulstit
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Natasha Marco
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Adam Lehrhaupt
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Travis Guba
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Louis D. Hiisch
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Geza Decsy
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Robert Bagne II
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS

American Musical & Dramatic Academy
Date: May 19, 1995
Instructor: Jamie Cheatham Adjudicator: D. Leong
Genia Cornice
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Jason Slattery
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Amy Anderson
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Tracy Carter
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Nelson Lugo
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
R1zwan Manji
R& D, UA, BS Rf!Ccxntnt!ndecl
Mike Du fays
R& D, UA, BS Reccxnmmded
Brian Lowe
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Brian Kinsey
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Chad Macdonald
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS

Lousiana Tech. Univ.
Date: May 15, 1995
Instructor: Mark Guinn
Scott Gilbert
Troy Anderson
Ler11'do Anzaldue
Gary Bower
Darle Hannigan
Ben Morphis
Christopher Pruett
John Strzelck1
Patrice Manuel

Adjudicator: D. Woolley
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff

New York City
Date:: May 19, 1995
Instructors: J. Cheatham, T. Brown, G. Rochman
Adjudicator: David Leong
Brian Kinsey
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Chad Macdonald
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Nelson Lugo
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Brian Lowe
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Amy Anderson
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Jason Slattery
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Tracy Carter
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Gema Damico
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Mike Dufays
R& D, UA, BS 1/eccxnmmded
Rizwan Manji
R& D, UA, BS Recommended

New York Fight Ensemble
Date: May, 20, 1995
Instructors: R. Anderson, R. Tuftee, I. Marshall
Adjudicator: J. Allen Suddeth
Angela Bonacasa
Smallsword, Quarteistaff
Robin Flanagan
Smallsword, Quarterstaff
David Hastings
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS

Roddy Kinter
Karen Kormom1k
KC Lazzaro
Andy Mulcahy
Dan o·Driscoll
Ray Rodriguez
Lionel Ruland
Steve 5atta
Foster Solomon
Ana Zastrow

Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Smallsword, Quarteistaff
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Smallsword, Quarterstaff
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, BS

Freehold Theatre
Date: June 25, 1995
Instructor: Geoffrey Alm
Ilene Fins
David Stephen Maier
Kdland Lindsey
David A. Tyson

Adjudicator: D. Boushey
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS

Celebration Barn Theatre

Date: May 20, 1995
Instructor: Bob MacDougal Adjudicator: Boushey
Leigh Selling (re-cert)
Unarmed, Rapier & Dagger

Date: June 26, 1995
Instructor: Jack Young
Adjudicators: J. Allen Suddeth, David Leong
Darla Max (renewal)
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed
Tim Thillman (renewal)
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed

New York Fight Ensemble

JULY

Video

Date: May 20, 1995
Instructors: Anderson, Tuftee, Chin, Marshall
Adjudicator: J. Allen Suddeth
Angela Bonacasa
Quarterstaff, Smallsword
Karen Komomik
Quarterstaff, Smallsword
Dan 0-Driscoll
Quarteistaff, Smallsword
Robin Flanaganm
Quarterstaff, Smallsword
Steven Satta
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Anna Zastrow
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Roddy Kinter
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Andy Mulcahy
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Foster Seidman
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Lionel A. ruland
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Ray Anthony Rodriguez
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
David Oran Hastings
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Kin Cardine
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS

Wright State University
Date: May 26, 1995
Instructor: Bruce Cromer Adjudicator: D. Fracher
Katy McEwen
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Todd Courson
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Chris Carpenter
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Nathan Bouldin
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Heidi Beathard
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Todd Lawson
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Jessica Granger
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Melanie Wilson
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
John Pieza
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Zach Thomas
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Alana Dodds
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Tracy Wirthman
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff

JUNE
Columbia College, Chicago
Date: June 1, 1995
Instructor: D. Woolley Adjudicator: E. Fredricksen
Melara Kardos
Rapier & Dagger, UA,Qstaff
Mizbelle Walker
Rapier & Dagger, UA,Qstaff
Francisco Gonzalez
R& D, UA, BS, S & S, Qstaff
Phi lip J. Lee
Rapier & Dagger, UA,BS
Vicky James
Rapier & Dagger, UA,BS
Elizabeth Napoli
Rapier & Dagger, UA,BS
Jennifer Albert
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS, 55
Orion Beones
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS, 55
Luiz Melgerigo
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS, SS
Timon Morales
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS, SS
Danielle Collura
R& D, UA, BS, S & S, QS
Recommfflded

Matt Dion

R& D, UA, BS, S & S, QS

Melissa Humbert
Kenn Mengert
Kristen Rundfeldt
Eric Virl<kela
Burgandy Kohont
Amly Krek
JoAnna Shook
Michael Wilkins
Jody Grainas
Shannon O'Neill
Maria Livas
Michael Gilio
Michael Mazzara

Rapier & Dagger, UA, Brdsrwd
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Brdsrwd
R& D, Unarmed, BS, Qstaff
R& D, Unarmed, BS, Qstaff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Brdsrwd
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Brdsrwd
Rapier & Dagger, UA, S& S, QS
Rapier & Dagger, UA, S& S, QS
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Brdsrwd
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Brdsrwd
Rapier & Dagger, UA, S&S, as
R&9, UA, B~ SS Recomtnt!ndt!d
R&u, UA, B~, SS Recommm<kd

Recommmckd

University of Cincinnati
Date: June 1, 1995
Instructor: K. Jenny Jones Adjudicator: D. Fracher
Brian Robertson
Rap· er & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Damian Baldet
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Drew De Constanzo
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
C. Ashleigh Cauldwell
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Brian Wenke
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Julia Carpenter
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Jason Sm 1th
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff

Blue Jacket - Xenia, Ohio
Date: July 2, 1995
Instructor: Marl< Guinn
George Breden
Doug Saraine
Andy Stout
Aaron Carter
MickOrfe
Sarah Palman
Danny Pittman
Ben Morphis
Sanya Thomas
PeterThewes
Laura Waggoner
Cliff Jenkins
Regan Wynne
Marlin Bailey
Staci Bigl
Laraldo Anzaldua
Beth Harris
Neil Massey
Lyn Smith
Scott Gailbreath
Davis Collins

Adjudicator: D. Fracher
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
R& D, UA, Qstaff, BS, S & S
R& D, UA, Qstaff, BS, S & S
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
R& D, UA, BS, Srd & Shield
R& D, UA, BS, Srd & Shield
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, 05taff
Rapier & Dagger, UA, Qstaff
R& D, UA, BS, Srd & Shield
R& D, UA, BS, Srd & Shield
R&D, UA, S&S Recommende:d
R&D, UA, S&S Recomm,ooed
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed

NATIONAL STAGE COMBAT WORKSHOPS
Actor Combatant Workshop, UNLV
Date: July, 28, 1995
Instructors: David Boushey, Drew Fracher, Eric
Fredricksen, Richard Raether, J. Allen Suddeth,
Christopher VIiia
Wendi Bagger
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Keith Harris
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Bryan Homer
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Josh Herbert
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Darren Sims
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Chris Lamontagne
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
John Manzelli
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Brett Copes
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Christina Garland
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Joseph Harris
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Daniel R. Lem eux
R& D, UA, BS lleccxnme:nde:d
Jennifer Casper
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Brian Danner
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Melara Kardos
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Heather Frenz
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Monica Russell
R& D, UA, BS Recomme:nde:d
Ron Boudreaux
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
John Hickman
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Jason Cherney
R& D, UA, BS Recommoncit!d
Philip Raybourn
R& D, UA, BS Recommoncit!d
Chris Carbone
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
David Coyle
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS

AUGUST
Linkoplng, Sweden
Date: August 13, 1995
Instructor: Erik Fredericksen
Adjudicators: Drew Fracher, John Robert Beardsley
Stefan Lundqv1st
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Liv- Salvi Wemborg
R& D, UA, BS Recommerockd
Martin Spang Olsen
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Peppe Ostensson
R& D, UA, BS Recommended
Andeis Kipper;und
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Inga - Live Kippersund
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Magne Kippeisund
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Eugenio Morales
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
Jonas Kippersund
Rapier & Dagger, UA, BS
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AND RESOURCES AND HOW TO REACH THEM.
SAFD OFFICERS

President
Drew Fracher
Abiding Grace Farm
780 Bushtown Road
Harrodsburg, KY 40330
(606) 366-5549
vem10th@aol.com
Vice President
Susan Eviston
1102 Caribou Way Apt. 3
Louisville, KY 40222
(502) 339-1699
Secretary
Mark Olsen
University of Houston
Dept. of Theatre
Houston, TX 77204-5071
(713) 743-2915
M0lsen@UH.edu
Treasurer
Mark "Rat" Guinn
Louisiana Tech. U.
P.O. Box B608
Ruston, LA 71272-0034
(318) 257-2930
Madog Rat@aol.com
FIGHT MASTERS
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John Robert Beardsley
Hamilton House
c/o AMR/\ TROH
Main Street
Charleston, Nevis
West Indies
(809) 469-1424

Ill

David Boushey
2723 Saratoga Lane
Everett, WA 98203
(206) 290-9973

Ill

Drew Fracher
780 Bushtown Road
Harrodsburg, KY 40330
(606) 366-5549
vem1 0th.aol.com
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Erik Fredricksen
1425 Textile Road
Ann Arbor, Ml 48108
(313) 944-0116
Dale Girard
10-01 47th Road
Long Island City, NY 11101
(718) 784-7027
103007 3673@
compuserve.com

J. Allen Suddeth
131 Linden Avenue
Glen Ridge, NJ 0702B
(201) 748-5697
Christopher Villa
216 N. Aladdin Drive
Anaheim, CA 92801
(714) 856-6614
David Woolley
2025 W. Shakespeare #2
Chicago, IL 6064 7
(312) 489-6484

Fight Master Emeritus
J.D. Martinez
P.O. Box 1053
Lexington, VA 24450
(703) 463-8005
REGIONAL REPS.

Indiana/Kentucky
Susan Evistan
1102 Caribou Way Apt. 3
Louisville, KY 40222
(502) 339-1699

Ohio
Randy Baily
827 Main St. #2
Covington, KY 41011-1368
(606) 491-4751

Iowa
Brian Byrnes
1131 Kirkwood Court
Iowa City, IA 52240
(319) 338-2306

Pennsylvania
Payson Burt
3033 Ta~ Road
Norristown, PA 19403
(215)584-6716

Louisiana
Mark "Rat" Guinn
Louisiana Tech. U.
P.O. Box 8608
Ruston, LA 71272-0034
(318) 257-2930
Madog Rat@aol.com

South Carolina
Jack Young
Warehouse Theatre
P.O. Box454
Greenville, SC 29602
(803) 235-8845

Maryland
Lewis Shaw
3013 Shannon Drive
Baltimore, MD 21213
(410) 325-2046

Alaska
Michael Hood
1942 N. Salem
Anchorage, AK 90058
(907) 562-404 7

Massachusetts
Bob Walsh
58 Rangeley Road
W. Newton, MA02165
(617) 244-7838

Utah/Nevada
Ted Sharon
704 N. 540W. Culbreth Rd.
American Fork, UT 84003
(801) 763-7274

Minnesota
Michael Anderson
5418 Hy,..vay 12
Maple Plain, MN 55359
(612) 479-1191

Virginia
Colleen Kelly
University of Virginia
Drama Dept.
Culbreth Road
Charlottesville, VA 22903
(804) 924-8963

Arizona
Brent Gibbs
710 East Fifth Street
Tuscon, AZ 85719
(602) 622-2143
California (northern)
Larry Henderson
750 Rand Ave. #4
Oakland, CA 94610
(510) 444-2949
California (southern)
John Cashman
7435 Shadyglade Ave.
N. Holly,..vood, CA 91605
(818) 982-4450
Colorado
Timothy Tait
1647 Clarkson #3
Denver, CO 80218
(303) 830-7916

David Leong
51 Lincoln Place
Brooklyn, NY 11217
(718) 63B-3660
Richard Raether
1834 Camp Avenue
Rockford, IL 61103
(815) 962-6579
MERaether@aol.com

Hawaii
Gregory Hoffman
774 Mays Blvd. #10
Incline Village, NV B9451
(702) 831-7448
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New York State
Steve Vaughan
800 Vernal Road
Attica, NY 14011
(716) 591-3673

Alabama
James Brown
2001 W. Fairview Ave.
Montgomery, AL
36108-4199
(205) 262-3396

Georgia
Scot Mann
655 Highland Ave. NE #7C
Atlanta, GA 30312
(404) 523-6623
Montano@ix.netcom.com
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Illinois
Stephen Gray
1206 W. Webster Ave.
Chicago, IL 60614
(312) 404-7972

Mississippi/Florida
David "Pops· Doersch
Rt. 5 Box 169
Oxford, MS 38655
(601) 236-2733
ddoersch@sunset.
backbone.olemiss.edu

Texas/ Oklahoma
Anthony Hubert
2706 Crocker
Houston, TX 77006
(713) 522-3066

Washington State
Geoffrey Alm
105 57 Dayton Ave. N.
Seattle, WA 98133
(206) 361-5179

Nebraska
Paul Stegar
335 N. 8th St. #605
Lincoln, NE 68508
(402) 477-6819

Washington, D.C.
Brad Waller
5616 Kirkham Court
Springfield, VA 22151
(703) 323-7233

New Mexico
Tim Pinnow
Theater Dept.
New Mexico State U.
Las Cruces, NM 88001
(505) 647-2667
TPinnow@NMSU.Edu

Wyoming
Leigh Setting
510 South 12th
Laramie, WY 82070
(307) 742-2699
Selting@uwyo.edu

New York City
J. David Brimmer ·
476 Second Street
Brooklyn, NY 11215
(718) 788-5381
-andRick Sordelet
46 Forest Street
Montclair, NJ 07042
(201) 509-0569

CERTIFIED TEACHERS

Ralph Anderson
465 West 49th St., #1 B
NY, NY 10019-7239
(212) 247-5393

Brent Gibbs
71 0 East 5th Street
Tucson, Al 85719
(602) 622-2143

Ron Piretti
15 Leroy Street, #12
New York, NY 10014
(212) 675-4688

Randy Baily
827 Main St. #2
Covington, KY 41011-1368
(606) 491-4751

Mark "Rat" Guinn
Louisiana Tech. U.
P.O. Box 8608
Ruston, LA 71272-0034
(318) 257-2930

Ricki G. Ravitts
2350 Broadway, #924
New York, NY 10024
(800) 659-6579

J. David Brimmer
476 Second Street
Brooklyn, NY 11215
(71 B) 788-5381
Payson Burt
3033 Taft Road
Norristown, PA 19403
(215) 584-6716
Brian Byrnes
1131 Kirkwood Court
Iowa City, IA 52240
(319) 338-2306
Tim Carryer
1339 N. Sheridan Ave.
Pittsburgh, PA 15206
(412) 441-8798
Dan Carter
1714-B Linda Lane
Normal, IL 61761
(309) 452-5617
John Cashman
7435 Shadyg lade Ave. #2
N. Hollywood, CA 91605
(818) 982-4450
James Cheatham
230 W. 79th St., Apt. 1A
New York, NY 10024
(212) 724-9502
Michael Chin
531 Main Street #807
Roosevelt Island
New York, NY 10044
(212) 750-9378
Charles Conwell
112 Merl in Road
Phoenixville, PA 19460
(215) 933-8238
Charles Coyt
6321 N. Lakewood
Chicago, IL 60660
(312) 764-3825
(202) 686-6369
David "Pops· Doersch
Rt. 5 Box 169
Oxford, MS 38655
(601) 236-2733
ddoersch@sunset.
backbone.olemiss.edu
Susan Eviston
1102 Caribou Way Apt. 3
Louisville, KY 40222
(502) 339-1699

Geoffrey Alm
105 57 Dayton Ave. N.
Seattle, WA 98133
(206) 361-5179

Dexter Fidler
635 Judah Street
San Francisco, CA 94122
(415) 564-6040

Michael Anderson
5418 Hy,..vay 12
Maple Plain, MN 55359
(612)479-1191

James Finney
807-G Judson Avenue
Evanston, IL 60202
(708) 492-0806

Stephen Gray
1206 W. Webster Ave.
Chicago, IL 60614
(312) 404-7972
Larry Henderson
750 Rand Avenue #4
Oakland, CA 94610
(510) 444-2949
Gregory Hoffman
774 Mays Blvd. #10-161
Incline Village, NV 89451
(702) 831-7448
(415) 703-7150
Michael Hood
1942 N. Salem
Anchorage, AK 99508
(907) 562-404 7
Colleen Kelly
University of Virginia
Drama Dept.
Culbreth Road
Charlottesville, VA 22903
(804) 924-8963
Michael Kirkland
Galveston College
Upper Deck Theatre
5001 Avenue U
Galveston, TX 77550
(409) 763-6551
Richard Lane
587 Lisbon Street
San Francisco, CA 94112
(415) 957-3622
Todd Loweth
216 N. Aladdin Drive
Anaheim, CA 92801
(714) 774-6064
Scot Mann
655 Highland Ave NE #7C
Atlanta, GA30312
(404) 523-6623
Bob McDougall
P.O. Box 23078
Seattle, WA 98102
(206) 522-2201

Richard Ryan
10 Cranbook Park
Wood Green
London N22 SNA
United Kingdom
(081) 881-1536
Lewis Shaw
3013 Shannon Drive
Baltimore, MD 21213
( 410) 325-2046
Rick Sordelet
46 Forest Street
Montclair, NJ 07042
(201) 509-0569
Robert Tuftee
531 W. 49th Street #2W
New York, NY 10019
(212)757-1642
Steve Vaughan
800 Vernal Road
Attica, NY 14011
(716) 591 -3673
Brad Waller
5616 Kirkham Court
Springfield, VA 22151
(703) 323-7233
Robert Walsh
58 Rangeley Road
W. Newton,MA 02165
(617) 244-7838
Jack Young
Warehouse Theatre
P.O. Box454
Greenville, SC 29602
(803) 235-8845
SUPPLIERS

The Armoury
American Fencers Supply
1180 Folsom St.
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 863-7911
Swords and daggers.
Catalas $3.00

Douglas Mumaw
Route 1, Box 363 K
Broadway, VA 22815
(703) B96-1059

Arms and Armor
1101 Stinson Blvd. NE
Minneapolis, MN 55413
(612) 331-6473
Custom swords, daggers,
pole arms and armor.
Belle & Blade
124 Penn Avenue
Dover, NJ 07801
(201) 328-8488
Videos, books, weapons.
Catal09 available.

Mark Olsen
University of Houston
Dept of Theatre
Houston, TX 77204-5071
(713) 743-2915

Center Firearms Co.
10 West 37th St.
New York, NY 10018
(212) 244-4040
Ftrearms, Sales and rental.

Dr. Robin McFarquahr
81 ON. Coler #1
Urbana, IL 61801
(217) 333-2893

Eiler Robert Cook
P.O. Box 188
Etowah, NC 28729
(704) 692-0323
Edged weapons decorative & theatrical.
Gratzner Period
Accoutrements
P.O. Box 12023
Marina Del Rey, CA 90295
(310) 823-2050
Sword belts and hangers
Cata/09 $1.00.
Dennis L. Graves
Swordcutler
255 S. 41st St.
Boulder, CO 80303
(303) 494-4685
Custom swords & daggers,
all periods. Sales and
rental. Cata/09 available.
Mark Haney

6000 J Street
Sacramento, CA 95819
(916) 944-0252
Handmade broadswords.

Jackalope Leather Goods
Tony Rust
292 Fifth Street
Brooklyn, NY 11215
(718) 768-7305
Swordbelts and hangers,
leather commedia masks
Lundegaard Armoury
P.O. Box287
Crompond, NY 10517
Custom fantasy swords
& daggers. Catalog $1.50.
Ramshead Armoury
P.O. Box653
Champaign, IL 61820
(217) 351 -7232
Weapons, chainmail,
books Catalas $2.00.
Starfire Swords Limited
Maciej Zakrzewski,
Master Blacksmith
P.O. Box74
Spencer, NY 14883
( 607) 589-7244
Triplette Competition Anns
162 West Pine Street
Mount Airy, NC 27030
(919) 786-5294
Fencing equipment and
theatrical blades. Catalog.
Steve Vaughan
800 Vernal Road
Attica, NY 14011
(716) 591-3673
Swords, daggers, shields,
spears, etc.
Vulcan's Forge
Lewis Shaw, Proprietor
3013 Shannon Drive
Baltimore, MD 21213
( 410) 325-2046
Dombat-ready weapons
and training equipment
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Society of American Fight Directors
DEDICATED TO IMPROVING THE QUALITY AND SAFETY OF STAGE COMBAT

The Society of American Fight Directors (SAFD) is a non-profit organization devoted to training, and
improving the quality of stage combat. We are committed to the highest standards of safety in the
theatrical, film and television industries. The SAFD offers educational opportunities across the country
at universities, privately, and at the annual National Stage Combat Workshop expressly to disseminate
this information. In addition, the SAFD tests individuals in three categories:
Actor/Combatant • Teacher • Fight Master
However, one need not take any sort of test in order to be a member of SAFD. Anyone interested in
the art of fight choreography and stage fighting can join as a Friend. Members of SAFD receive: a 10%
discount on all SAFD workshops; The Fight Master, a journal which is published twice yearly and
contains in-depth articles on the history and practice of stage combat, the latest equipment, staging
practices; and The Cutting Edge, a newsletter updating SAFD activities, policies and member news.
To apply for membership in the SAFD fill out the form below and send to:
Mark Olsen, SAFD Secretary
University of Houston, Dept. of Theatre, Houston, TX 77204-5071
Dues are $35.00 annually. (For members outside the U.S., annual dues are $40.00)
You must enclose a $35.00 check covering dues for the current year.
Checks should be made payable to Society of American Fight Directors.

r--------------------------------------------,
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FIGHT DIRECTORS
PLEASE PRINT

Mame

ff you've passed the SAFD Proficiency Skills Test, please fill out,

Address

Date Tested
Instructor
Weapons

Phone No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Adjudicator

L--------------------------------------------~

Bulk Rate
US Postage
PAID

